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ABSTRACT
The effect of diverse surface treatments on 
magnetoresistivity of antimony single crystals of different 
size has been studied and the contribution of surface and 
bulk current has been determined, and consequently these 
results have been used to obtain the bulk transport coeffi­
cients. Transport measurements on electropolished samples 
under the asymptotic high field condition were analyzed 
empirically. Measurements of adiabatic and isothermal 
magnetoresistivity, Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettingshausen 
effects and thermal resistivity indicate that the experi- 
mentally determined coefficients can be related in a simple 
manner with the bulk coefficients if proper correction for 
surface effect is applied. Two phenomenological models, 
referred to in the text as the layer and skin models, were 
developed with layer model showing good agreement with 
sample possessing damaged surfaces and the skin model show­
ing good agreement with etched or electropolished surfaces. 
The fact that resistance measured in superfluid helium is 
not completely isothermal is used to determine the Kapitza 
resistance. The analysis of the bulk transport coefficients 
leads to the following conclusion. The consistency of the 
Ziman cutoff confirms the proposed mechanisms. The defor­
mation potentials of both carriers were also obtained.
There is a strong simple phonon drag effect in Nernst- 
Ettingshausen effect and a strong mutual drag effect in
viii
ix
magnetoresistivity and Ettingshausen effect. The drag 
contributions in TEP and ideal resistivity are rather, 
small due to the drag compensation. There is no observable 
drag effect in either carrier thermal resistivity or lattice 
conduction.
INTRODUCTION
Antimony, like bismuth and arsenic, is a semimetal. 
Though its transport properties have been studied by de Haas- 
van Alphen effect, Shubnikov-de Haas effect, ultrasonic 
attenuation, cyclotron resonance, radio-frequency size effect 
(RPSE), magnetoreflection, microwave resonance, resonance 
Raman scattering, infrared absorption and galvanomagnetic as 
well as thermomagnetic effects at high and low temperature, 
there still exists many unsolved problems in this area. 
Therefore,, we will attempt in this thesis to cover some of 
the principal questions in which useful information can and 
should be gathered.
Generally speaking, the questions relate to size effect, 
surface current, Kapitza resistance, electron-phonon scat­
tering and mutual as well as simple drag phenomena. The 
effects of size and surface current on the transport 
coefficients at low temperature and high magnetic field a r e ■ 
treated in Chapter I of this thesis, the Kapitza resistance 
between antimony and superfluid helium and its measurement 
in Chapter II. The third chapter of this thesis includes 
electron-phonon normal process intravalley scattering and 
their mutual as well as simple drag effects at zero and high 
magnetic fields in the helium temperature range.
The Appendix includes thermal conduction measurement 
and the bridge equations, misalignment and spurious effects, 
equations of damaged-layer model and the equation of Kapitza
2resistance between antimony and superfluid helium surface. 
The experimental details for the ideal resistivity and 
thermoelectric power (TEP) at zero field can also be found 
in the Appendix.
CHAPTER I
EFFECT OF SURFACE LAYER CURRENT ON THE TRANSPORT 
COEFFICIENTS IN ANTIMONY MONOCRYSTAL AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES AND HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD
A. Introduction
The transverse magnetoresistance of semi-metals (Bi and
Sb) at low temperatures is known to be affected, both in
magnitude and magnetic field dependence, by the condition of
1- 1]the surface of the sample. ' Typically, the magnetoresis­
tance of an emery-lapped specimen can be increased several 
fold by a short chemical etching. The expected quadratic 
dependence on magnetic field is replaced by a Ha dependence, 
where a < 2, wherein, for example, a /v 1.6 describes an emery- 
lapped specimen and a v  1.9 is found after the short etching.
The present investigation includes a study of 
magnetoresistance as well as a study of other transport 
effects which are likewise affected by the condition of the 
surface. These results are discussed by recourse to two 
empirical models of surface conductance.
The sample may have a damaged layer on its surface.
The effect of this layer on the measured magnetoresistivity 
may be described in gross approximation by regarding the 
specimen as two parallel conductors: a bulk conductance
which is strongly'reduced by the magnetic field and the 
damaged surface layer conductance which is only weakly 
affected by the magnetic field. The relative contribution 
of the latter to the total conductance will depend on such
4parameters as degree of crystalline disorder, thickness of 
the layer and the magnetic field.
The scattering of charge carriers at the surface and in 
the adjacent damaged layer is rather different from that in 
the bulk in the amounts of intra- and intervalley scattering. 
The electron and hole distributions at the surface will be 
different from those in the bulk, and the transition from 
surface to bulk rather than occurring abruptly at the surface 
or at the damaged/bulk interface occurs smoothly over a 
length characteristic of some effective bulk scattering such 
as bulk intervalley or interband scattering. As the surface 
distribution "diffuses" into the bulk distribution over an 
effective diffusion length, one may look upon the layer 
adjacent to the surface (or adjacent to the damaged layer) 
as having different transport properties from the bulk and 
particularly in terms of the conduction contribution. What 
was said about the damaged layer being in parallel with the 
bulk can also be said about the diffusion layer being in 
parallel with the bulk. For that matter, one may consider 
for conduction purposes the system of a damaged layer, a 
diffusion layer, and the bulk as a system of conductors in 
parallel.
The diffusion layer contribution is expected to depend 
on the field and on the type of scattering in the bulk and 
in the damaged layer or at the surface (i.e. diffuse versus 
specular scattering contribution of the surface). Also, a 
completely different condition exists if the sample surface
5under consideration is perpendicular to the magnetic field,
or if the surface is parallel to both magnetic and electric
fields. In the latter case both electrons and holes have
the same transverse drift velocity (the Hall velocity) so
that hole-electron pairs are created on one surface, drift
across the sample and recombine on the other surface through
interband ^scattering. Such a state of affairs has been
recognized as a major factor in the "diffusion size effect"
2
observed in bismuth.
If the effective layer thickness is small compared to 
the dimensions of the sample cross-section in either the 
case of diffusion or damaged layers, it may then be expected 
for identically prepared surfaces that the measured magneto­
resistivity depends linearly on P/^A, where P is the peri-
12meter and A is the area of the cross section. Whenever a 
transport coefficient, besides conductivity, is to be 
determined, the presence of the layers gives rise to an 
inhomogeneous distribution of currents and thereby this 
measured transport coefficient may show some apparent dis­
crepancy with the relationships expected from crystal
11symmetry or from the Onsager reciprocal relations. In this 
respect, the Ettingshausen and Nernst-Ettingshausen effects 
have been found to be of particular interest. Both of these 
effects are large enough to be measured accurately, they 
correspond to fundamental transport processes easily formu­
lated at high magnetic fields and the bulk coefficients are
11expected to satisfy Bridgmann's relation. The present
6investigation reveals an apparent non-compliance of the 
experimentally determined coefficients with either Bridg- 
mann’s or the symmetry relations or both. When this 
discrepancy is analyzed in terms of difference in distribu­
tion of heat current density, w*, and electrical current 
density, J, in the separate measurements, some interesting 
information can be obtained relative to surface current 
properties.
The present surface study is an outgrowth of a more
general transport effect study in antimony as it became
apparent.that a correction for surface conductance should be
made for the correct determination of bulk coefficients.
Since the original purpose was mainly to obtain corrective.
terms, the present study is not as systematic as that of 
2
Hattori on the bismuth magnetoresistance nor that of Bogod
o
and Drasovitskii on the magnetoresistance of antimony.
Our findings on the influence of damaged layers and the 
changes resulting from surface treatment by chemical etching 
and electropolishing on the magnetoresistance are in general 
agreement with those of other investigators. Our results 
are reported in part 1 of the section on results and 
discussion.
The influences of surface currents on the other 
transport effects are to be found in parts 2, 3, and H of the 
same section. The data relating to this study were in large 
part measured on an electropolished sample (#17).
7Surface treatment other than etching and electropolish­
ing such as coating with diverse substance was also undertak­
en. It was found that these treatments did not affect 
significantly the surface conduction effects, and that most 
of this change could be correlated qualitatively with the 
effect that coating will have on the thermal contact between 
the sample and the helium bath. The result of this study 
will not be given here, instead only those results which per­
tain to the thermal contact of a clean sample with the bath 
will be considered. The thermal contact of this sample with 
liquid He I and liquid He II as well as with vapor and 
saturated and unsaturated superfluid films is analyzed in 
terms of the degree of adiabatic/isothermal characteristics 
displayed by the measured magnetoresistance of the sample.
As a consequence of this study determination of the
llj
Kapitza resistance R„ between antimony and superfluidJ\
helium is made and the reasonable value found for this resis­
tance seems to indicate that a workable method utilizing 
Ettingshausen heat can be used for the determination of RK 
for material with a large figure of merit. The result and 
discussion of the Kapitza resistance between antimony and 
superfluid helium will be reported in Chapter II.
B. Experimental Detail and Transport Coefficients 
Sample Preparation
The monocrystalline samples of different sizes were cut 
by a spark cutter1  ^ from the same pure antimony i n g o t . ^
8These samples are at least 6 cm long and have a nearly square 
cross section. The average section size d = 4 A/P (where A 
is the area and P the perimeter of the cross section) is for 
these nearly square sections a good approximation for either 
width or thickness. The values of 1/d for the different 
samples are given in Table I. These samples all have the 
same crystallographic orientation. The long dimension, 
that is, the current direction, is parallel to the bisectrix 
axis which is denoted as the x or 1-direction. The lateral 
faces are perpendicular to the binary axis (y or 2) and to 
the trigonal axis (z of 3) which is always the direction of 
the applied magnetic field. With this' choice of crystallo­
graphic orientation, the bulk resistivity, thermoelectric, 
Peltier and thermal conductivity tensors are reduced to 
relatively simple forms.'
After spark cutting the surface treatment consisted of 
first lapping on #600 emery paper and then etching just half 
of the total length of the sample. In this way we created 
two specimens of nearly identical size and bulk characteris­
tics which differed only in the condition of the surfaces.
The etching removed most of the damaged surface layer of 
thickness 10 to 30 yin, however microscopic observation 
revealed that the surface was still quite rough. A group of 
samples (#5 to #8) was partially etched, removing an estima­
ted 10 ym thick layer. A prolonged but uncontrolled etching 
applied to samples #1 to #4 removed an estimated 10 to 30 ym. 
The last group, #9 to #12, underwent an even longer and
9Table I
Rough
Surface (a)
Treated
Surface
#
■L
d PU (H) (C) « (e) p ' '
1 2.52 1.331 1.60 5.662 1. 96
2 3.47 1.284 1.57 3-583 1.93
3 3-85 .890 1.59 2.617 1. 92
4 4.17 .945 1.57 2.922 1. 92
5 2.31 1.402 1.64 2.555 1.90
6 5.14 .669 1.59 1.044 1.88
7 7.70 .547 1.52 .824 1.90
8 15.12 .286 1.52 .415 1. 80
9 2.65 1.537 1.63 4.792 1. 96
10 4.04 .942 1.59 3.473 1. 96
11 5.97 .746 1. 58 2.959 1. 96
12 10.77 .458 1. 58 1.597 1.95
13 2.09 8.384 1.97
14 6.67 4.637 1.97
15 2.65 7.663 1.97
16 4.55 5.869 1.97
17 3.45 8.081 1.98
(a) After spark cutting, the samples were la]
emery paper.
Surface
Treatment
Uncontrolled
chemical
etching
Light
etching
Strong
etching
Electro­
polishing
(d)
(b) Average size d = 4 A/P is measured in cm (A is the area 
of the cross section, P is the perimeter).
(c) is measured in m^cm. The number of figures given
are not representative of the precision. H = 20 kG 
and T = 4.22 K.
(d) Same treatment as samples #13 to #16, followed by a 
light chemical etch.
(e) p^(H) « Ha over the range of field 1 to 24 kG.
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controlled etching. Another group of samples, #13 to #17, 
were, after the spark cutting and lapping operations,
The resulting surfaces in contrast with those produced by 
etching, were strikingly mirrorlike. Sample #17 was subse­
quently cleaned rapidly in the acid etching solution, and 
contrary to expectation this rapid etching improved the bulk 
property of the sample instead of bringing its properties 
more in line with the etched samples #9 to #12.
The Bulk Transport Coefficents
Even though standard measurements of simple transport 
coefficients were involved here, it will be helpful to 
examine the general transport equations for bulk material in 
order to understand some of the problems arising because of 
the nature of thermal contact between the sample and the 
liquid He bath as well as the influence of the surface layers.
In the notation used by J a n ^ * ^  the bulk transport 
equations can be written in tensor form:
electropolished in a basic solution KOH + C^H^(OH)^ +
C D
or
(2 )
or
= paJ + e'w* 
5  =  t t ' J  + yw#
(3)
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where ? is the electric current density and 5 is the negative 
thermal gradient. The quantities 2# and w# are the electric 
field and heat current modified for convenience by terms 
involving the carrier's chemical potential. For all practi­
cal purposes, under the conditions in which the measurements 
were performed, w* can be replaced by w, the heat current 
and 2# by 2, the electrostatic potential.
The different transport tensors are: the electrical
A  A
conductivity a and resistivities p, p ; the thermoelectric
A  A  A  A  A  A
e, e ?, e"; the Peltier i t , i t ' , ,  i t" ;  the thermal conductivities
A  A  A
X", X and resistivity y .
With the field H applied in the direction of the 
trigonal axis, 3> these tensors are expected, by crystal 
.symmetry, to have the' form
a =
1—
1 
pH
cd
a 12
0
~*a 12 a ll
0
0 0 a
(*0
33
and to have the following symmetries relative to the magnetic 
field
a 12(H) = a2l (_H) = -a2i(H) 
a1IL(H) = au (-H).
Only the coefficients a 2i J a il are Principal interest
in this study because currents and gradients are limited to
the basal plane.
Further simplications at very high field are expected
20as verified in previous work: is negligible with res-
/S A  A  A
pect to e ^  and this is also true in the tensors e ,  e" , tt , t t ',
12
and t t"  . Also p21 is negligible relative to so that for
A
most practical matters, the p tensor is diagonal, and also
A  A  -  A  A  A
this is the case for the tensors a, p , A, X” and y. It may
be pointed out that electrical and thermal conduction along
the field 3-direction remain at nearly their zero field
value, while decreasing several orders of magnitude along the
1 and 2 direction, perpendicular to the field, with
_2
a 33 >:> aH  as all * K and *33 >:> *11 as *11 *  * g ’ the 
lattice conduction. Corresponding relations will apply to
A  A  A  A
the respective coefficient in A", p, p and y. At 20 kG,
a,, <v 10”-* a.,-, and at T = 2 K, A„ < 10” 2 A00. A list of 
11 33 g 33
measured coefficients is given in Table II along with the 
conditions of measurement. Some other coefficients derived 
from these measured coefficients are
r “ l-i -1
Isothermal electric conductivity = [p J-q  k
Isothermal thermal conductivity A ^  * Ag = CY~~1 ^ n  ~ 1^1* 
Some relations of interest in our case are
4 l  V  P22e21Yll and "21 ~  Y22"21pll (6)
and
P11 ” P11 = “^e7T' ^ n  = - [ e ,ATT,]11 a/ -e12^221T21 ~ e21Xg n21' ^
Bridgmann's relation tt21(-H) = Te 12(H) yields
"23. = Te21- (8)
In all the above expressions use has been made of symmetry
(.5) and simplification brought about by deletion of 
negligible terms.
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Table II
Isothermal electric p.. = E,/J, Jp=Gp=G,=Q
resistivity
Adiabatic electric = E^/J^ J 2 =w2 =w2=wl=0
resistivity
Adiabatic thermal X,, = G,/w., J-, =Jp=w^=w2=0
resistivity
Adiabatic Ettingshausen = Gp/J-, Jp=w?=Wp=w^=0
coefficient
Adiabatic Nernst-Ettingshausen ei^ = E*/w^ J,=J2=w2=w^=0 
coefficient
The Layer Model Transport Coefficients
The presence of surface layer conductance will alter the
measured transport coefficients from their high field bulk 
21values. In order to describe these changes a simple model, 
sketched in Pig. 1, is introduced which has the following 
properties:
a) The layer transport properties are identical with 
those of the bulk, except for larger scattering frequencies 
in the layers.
b) The thickness of the layer, 6, is large enough so 
that uniform transport tensors can be defined for the layer 
with the same symmetries as in E q s . (4) and (5), but small 
enough relative to d, the sample cross section size, to allow 
the model to be limited to the first order in 6/d.
c) The scattering frequency in the layer is much larger 
than that in the bulk, but small enough so that the asympto­
tic high field condition is also satisfied. Thus on the one
13a
1-4
hand <^ lls >> an b >  on fche ofcher Y ^ *  e l 2 >  n 1 2 > etc-J are the 
same in the layer as in the bulk and P2x> ^ 2 1 > ell* etc>> 
are negligible everywhere.
d) The length of the sample in the x-direction is large 
so that the end surfaces may be disregarded and the model 
reduces to the juxtaposition of a bulk core with 4 surface 
layers. In this conductor configuration, effective transport 
coefficients can be calculated (see Appendix A). For the 
determination of the effective resistivity coefficient in the 
x-direction < P11> the bulk core and the 4 layers are in 
parallel and the equipotential is normal to the x-direction. 
Under this configuration and the above assumptions one 
obtains
<a,,> P n v  26 on, 26 a *,
1-111 = — ilk . p . ! + . 1) + _ 1}
allb < pll> 1 d allb d allb
, , 26v alls.y , 2<Sz allsz
or P ^ H - f  b ^-----. (9)i a allb a allb
Hereafter the brackets , ( >, denote measured or
effective quantities; 6 and 6 are the thicknesses of layers
y z
normal to the y- and z-axes respectively, while c^lsy and 
allsz are conductivities of these layers. For the
conduction in the y-direction one obtains
ij22> __ J l l b  . p . l t  ! f z (1 . J l l b ,  + - 1)
allb < p22> 2 d llsy d lib
or P2 ^  1 + (1Q)
* a lib
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Similar expressions are found for all other effective 
transport coefficients(see Appendix A), but these can be 
expressed with a good approximation in the simple forms, 
such as
< e21> _ <7T12> < p22> _ 1
(11)
e21b 7r12b pllb p 2
<e12> ^ <^21* J  pll> = _1 _
ei2b ^ l b  pllb P 1
and <Xn > = < X 22> = An b  = Ag .
It is interesting to note that this model preserves the
Bridgmann relation since
* Z l b
t <4 2V T 4 2b
but the tensor symmetry is broken since
< e12 >B _ < 7T21> „ < p22> = £l
< e2 l> < 7r1 2 > ^ pll> p 2
For the difference between isothermal and adiabatic
resistivities we have
e' , X tt!,. p 0
< P11 > “  ^PH  ^  = ^2 ~ < e21> Xg 77 21' p7* (12)
P j ■*-
This expression can be also reduced to the useful form
<Pll> " < pll> ,e121T21v  . .
  -------- ™  -(----- 5— )^P1n>- (13)
< P11 > Ag 11
The Skin Model
The layer model will be best suited for describing 
samples with damaged surface layers, even though the neglect
16
of proximity effects may restrict Its usefulness. The
removal of those layers by etching and electropolishing will
eliminate surface currents on the faces normal to the z-axls.
The damaged layer currents on the y-faces also disappear but
currents arising from diffusion of carriers within an
effective thickness 6 might discernibly alter the measured
22transport coefficients from their bulk values.
The layer model might be extended to this situation by 
setting p 2 = 1 in the above formulae. However it is doubtful 
that the layer model could describe diffusion layer condi­
tion which is basically a proximity effect. Therefore a 
model is constructed upon fundamentally different assumptions 
which are more in line with diffusion layer conduction, 
namely:
a) The effective thickness of the diffusion layer S is 
small compared to the sample width d, it is dependent on the
surface condition and bulk properties.
b) The average diffusion current density is propor­
tional to the bulk current density.
c) There is no "skin heat current" in the case of
thermal conduction.
d) In the case of thermoelectric phenomena S and 2 
depend only on w* and and are independent of the fraction 
of the current carried in the skin.
The apparent current density components are related to
the "bulk density" by = q-^^b and ^2 = ^2^2b Q 2 1
and where q-^  > 1 and like p1 in the layer model depends
linearly on (1/d). (A more general assumption such as 
J = q?k could be used, but this would involve unnecessary 
complications.) Under the above assumptions, the fundamen­
tal transport equations (1), (2), (3) are altered only by the 
replacement of J^b by J-j/cil and J ^  by ^ ^ 2  yielding the 
following relation between the effective and bulk 
coefficients.
< a2i>
  = q 0 'v 1 for a = a and e"
2ib ^
< ai2 ^  1 a
- = —  A/ 1 for a e p, p , tt and tt*
q2 (llt)
< ali > 
a lib ql
and
< ail>
ailb
1
ql
and
< ai,1> -
aijb
1 for a = e ,X ,e ’ ,y ,tt" ,X"
Some of the useful relations are 
< p ll> CTllb < pll> ^ 2 1 *
and
pllb <all> p^lb ^ l b  q l
< P22 > _ q22b _ < P22^ = <■ U12> _1_ x (15»
p22b < a22> pa 7T12b q2^22b
< e 2 1 > _ < e 1 2 >  _ X11 _ X22 , 
c I c- 1 } >
21b 12b Ag Ag
These relations show some partial break in the symmetry 
relations (4) and (5) as well as in Bridgmann relation (8). 
Another useful relation which can be obtained is
< P n >  “ < pn  ^e21^<7r21*Xg 
which also can be formulated:
18
Let’s note that when we suppose = 1 both models
yield
< pll> <*21 > 1 1 . -n <£21> , M O >- = — ;  = —  (or —  < 1) and — :—  = 1 .  (lo)
pllb *21b P 1 ql 21b
However the skin model gives
< pll> ~ < P11 > = < e21><7T21>Xg 
while the layer model yields ^ e2 i ^ 1T2 i^Xg p l"L f>or the same 
quantity. Also for the skin model the relative change
<pn> ~ <pn>
< p n  >
should be independent of sample size and surface treatment; 
whereas it is proportional to < f°r the layer model.
Experimental Procedure
The data reported here are limited to the temperature 
range 1.2 to 4.2 K and the magnetic field up to 24 kG. In 
the relation with measurement of Ettingshausen and Nernst- 
Ettingshausen and related effects, field values of 10 and 
20 kG were used. The magnetic field was always applied in 
the trigonal 3-direction.
The techniques of the measurement of transport
19 20coefficients are similar to those used in preceding works, 
with experimental procedures chosen to correct for spurious 
effects (see Appendix E ) .
The primary currents it and w# were applied along the 
bisectrix 1-direction. The electrical currents, sufficient 
to give a measured longitudinal potential difference of
19
'vlOO yv, were usually 1 to 5 mA depending on the magnetic
field. The applied heat currents were sufficient to give a
longitudinal temperature differences of 40 to 60 mK and
ranged from ^  2 mW at 4.2 K and /v 2 yW at 1.4 K. The
potential difference measurements for the magnetoresistance
in the 1-direction and for the Nernst-Ettingshausen
coefficient in the 2-direction were made with a Rubicon 
2 *3potentiometer -) using a 147 Keithley nano-voltmeter as the
null detector. Temperature gradient measurements for thermal
resistance in the 1-direction and the Ettingshausen
coefficients in the 2-direction were made with Allen-Bradley
24carbon resistors. (See Appendix B and C.)
The Sb sample was soldered with Cd-Bi to an auxilliary
heater mounting which in turn was thermally anchored to a
17 mm diameter Cu rod which in turn was in contact with the
26liquid He bath. For the so-called adiabatic measurements, 
the sample was enclosed in a vacuum space.
For other measurements, the sample was in contact with 
the liquid He bath. Several experiments were also carried 
out with He exchange gas in the sample chamber. This last 
arrangement enabled also the measurement of magnetoresis­
tance in the presence of unsaturated or saturated He films.
C. Results and Discussion
The Effect of Size and Surface Treatment on
Magnetoresistance
In general agreement with the results of other 
2 Sinvestigators, 5 we found, for very pure samples, (a) that
20
the various surface treatments, emery-lapped, partially 
etched, strongly etched, and electropolished, increases the 
magnetoresistances in that order; (b) magnetoresistance in 
the range 1 to 24 kG can be described by p « H where a < 2; 
(c) the value of a is the lowest for the most damaged sur­
faces and approaches 1.98 for the surfaces which gave the 
greatest magnetoresistance; (d) the value of a is only 
slightly temperature dependent in the liquid He range; (e) 
the a values were practically size independent except for the 
thinnest of the rough surface samples where the size 
dependence was only slight.
Table I presents the magnetoresistivity and the a values 
for samples of various sizes and surface conditions for the 
temperature 4.2 K. The data corresponds to a 20 kG 
field.
The field dependence of the magnetoresistance of sample 
#9 is shown in Pig. 2. Curve B corresponds to the measure­
ments on that part of the sample which was emery lapped and 
curve A to the other part which was lapped and subsequently 
etched. At 20 kG the measurements differ by a factor of 
nearly three with a values of 1.63 and 1.96 respectively.
In Pigs. 3 and 4 the conductivities of the various 
samples are plotted as a function of 1/d. The most striking 
feature of this plot is the nearly linear dependence of a 
upon 1/d for samples which have been given the same surface 
treatment. The magnetoconductivities of the electropolished 
samples #13, 14, 15, 16 all with a * 1.97 display the linear
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dependence on 1/d. The set of etched samples #9, 10, 11, 12
all with a =* 1.96 also showed a good linear 1/d dependence.
However the samples #1, 2, 3, 4 treated by uncontrolled
etching showed assorted a values and scattered conductivity
values. Sample #1 with a = 1.96 fell In the preceding
category and fit their 1/d dependence. Another set #5, 6, 7,
8 in which the surface treatment involved a light but roughly
controlled etching with the exception of the thinnest sample
gave a ^  1 .9 0 ; the measured conductivities also showed an
P
acceptable 1/d dependence. The trend shown by the samples 
with lapped (rough) surfaces is in accord with that of the 
etched and polished samples but the a values are lower 
(a 'U 1.6) and show a light dependence on 1/d. For each of 
the sets of data corresponding to different surface treat­
ments, extrapolation to 1/d = 0 (i.e. d -*■ °°) can be made and 
the extrapolated values for l/p^i are rough agreement for
the various sets and may be regarded as the bulk conduc-
l - 1 - 1
tivity, From Fig. 3,  ---  ^  70 ft cm for
H = 20 kG and T = 4.21 K and from Fig. 4 the same extrapola­
tion yields at three different temperatures. The ratio
✓ Pn]>
q =  -----  (i.e. Onw/<o-i-|> ) between measured resistivity and
Pllb
bulk resistivity can be determined for each sample and the 
corresponding values for sample #17 are shown on Fig. 5.
It is apparent from these results that the concept of 
surface layer conductance is consistent with the observed 
size dependence of the magnetoconductivity. However the 
nature of the mechanism of surface layer conduction is not
21a
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clear. On the one hand a highly conductive layer must exist 
on samples with emery lapped surfaces and partially etched 
surfaces, but on the other hand these layers must have been 
removed by strong etching or electropolishing. Therefore we 
could conclude that the excess conduction of the samples with 
rough surfaces over those with strongly etched or polished 
surfaces could arise from the diversion of significant frac­
tion of the total current into layers possessing conductivi­
ties significantly greater than that of the bulk. Thus, at 
first glance we have a situation described by the damaged 
layer model. However, it is mostly unlikely that two parallel 
conductors of rather different characteristics would both 
exhibit a nearly perfect Ha magnetic field dependence. Even 
in the cases where the surface conductance exceeds that of 
the bulk we must expect the proximity of the two parallel 
conductors to modify the total conductance in a manner which 
is beyond the scope of the above damaged layer model. For 
example, in Sb there is no inhibition of the transverse 
drift of electron-hole pairs because of charge carrier 
compensation, so hole-electron pairs are created on one sur­
face, drift through the damaged layers and the bulk to the 
opposite side where they recombine. This interchange 
provides one possible mechanism which affects both layer and 
bulk conductances. Other mechanisms, such as intervalley 
scattering, must also enter. For samples in which the 
damaged surface layers have been removed, we expect that 
scattering by the surfaces perpendicular to the magnetic
23
field corresponds to a simple boundary scattering which
makes only a negligible contribution to the total conductance.
The surfaces perpendicular to the y- or drift direction can
give a type of scattering which has been designated as the
2
"diffusion size effect." If the diffusion processes are 
confined to a narrow region of the surface we can empiri­
cally describe the transport coefficients by equations 
similar to those for the damaged layer model (7). In the
case of Bi, where interband scattering is the principal
2
mechanism of the diffusion size effect, Hattori has derived 
the following equation for the effective conductivity.
n. ec V + V, 9
J - I il 6 ll U / *1 A \
< ° l l > - ° l l b  - H  —  d M 5 1 7 _ —  < « >
where e and h -refer to electron and hole properties, n^ec/H 
is the high field Hall conductivity l°12el’ V^ e + Vh ^ H is 
the high field transverse carrier diffusion coefficient, D# 
is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, is the bulk
electron-hole interband scattering time, and d is the width 
of the specimen. This equation neglects the contribution of 
the surfaces normal to the magnetic field. ve ^ = 3 ^ e  h^6  ^
where £ y. is the Fermi energy of electrons, holes measured
6 y n
from the band edge. S is the electron-hole surface 
recombination velocity.
_2
allb* magnetoconductivity, varies as H . The
diffusive size term depends on d and its field dependence
will be H” 2 times the field dependence of ( ^ + S)- '*'.
_ 2
D* is expected to vary as H but and S are regarded as
2k
having only a very slight field dependence. Thus our results 
for samples which have been strongly etched or electro­
polished, indicate the very slight departure of the magneto- 
resistivity from quadratic field dependence may be regarded 
as a consequence of the factor / D V t ^  being negligible 
compared to S, the surface recombination velocity. Thus 
neglecting /D*/Te^ an estimate of S can be made. For sample 
#17 S 6.9 x 10 cm/sec. For the etched samples #1 and #9 
through #12 (etched surfaces) S a; 1.6 x 10 cm/sec and for
the electropolished samples #13 - #16, S ^  4.1 x 10^ cm/sec.
2
These values are of. the same order as those found in B i .
It is to be noted that these values are intermediate between
the Fermi velocity (vp =s 2.2 x 10^ cm/sec) and the average
sound velocity (v 2.5 x 10^ cm/sec).s
Extensive investigations of recombination in
semiconductors show that S depends upon the degree of
27specular reflection occurring at the sample surface, the 
greater the coefficient of specular reflection the smaller 
the recombination velocity. It would seem that electro­
polished surfaces as a matter of course possess a greater 
coefficient of specular reflection than the chemically etched 
surfaces, simply because the former surfaces exhibit a more 
perfect mirror like quality. However our results are not in 
accord with these preconceptions since our electropolished 
samples have larger recombination velocity than the etched 
samples.
25
The results on the samples with emery lapped surface
cannot be understood as a simple extension of diffusive
terms alone unless damaged layer conductance is superposed.
In conclusion, the linear dependence of the
magnetoconductivity with 1/d (the inverse of the cross
section size) strongly supports the concept of thin surface
layer current under d.c. current condition. Even though one
may conjecture a possible difference between the different
models corresponding to emery lapped surface samples versus
electropolished samples, one cannot decide between these
models on the basis of size dependence alone. Both layer
and skin models outlined in the preceding section yield a
p^ (or q^) coefficient linear in 1/d and that will be true
7 8also for models based on some similar assumption. Azbel * 
"static skin effect" yields the 1/d dependence and so does
p
the "diffusion size effect" as formulated by Hattori or 
empirically interpreted by Bogod and Krasovitskii.
2. Lattice Thermal Conduction
With heat flowing in the 1-direction and magnetic field
applied along the 3-direction, the thermal conductivity is
observed to saturate about 3-5 kG, that is, = X ^ g + Xg
tends to Xg, the lattice thermal conductivity, since X ^ g ,
_2
the carrier contribution, decreases as H . The values of
PR
X for various crystals are in good agreement; and even 
though no systematic study of size effect and surface treat­
ment has been performed, all indications are that X will
o
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not show any important size or surface treatment dependence. 
In other words, w* is uniform over the sample cross section 
in contrast to the electrical current density Thus
X^1 = y i ;l = y 22 = Y i K b u i k )  applies for the entire sample 
cross section regardless of the presence of damaged layers, 
etc.
3. Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettingshausen Effects
The Nernst-Ettingshausen effect is measured directly 
under the conditions w 2 = w* = = J 2 = 0 with the applied
heat current w* and we have E*/w* = or E*/G i = z 2 1 ‘
Experimental procedures correct for the spurious potential, 
and furthermore no correction needs to be made on the 
experimental coefficient for thermocouple effects since
the Righi-Leduc effect is negligible (indeed y 21 = 0 yields 
G2 = 0). The coefficient e ^  was found proportional to the 
magnetic field and the values for H = 20 kG are given in 
Fig. 6.
The Ettingshausen effect G g ^ i  is measured with 
w2 ,J2 ,w* = 0 and the electrical current density ^  set along 
the sample. In principle we would like to have w^ = 0, but 
small spurious heat flow appears in the sample, and Eq. (3) 
would yield G2 = ^ l ^ l  + ^21W 1 ‘ Experimental procedure would 
partially correct for the spurious heat term Y 2]_w *> since
Y 2i ^  0 this correction can be neglected. Thus G2/J1 yields 
tt2^ . This coefficient exhibits the expected proportionality 
with the magnetic field and the values at 20 kG as a function
’er
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of temperature are given in Pig. 6. To test the Bridgmann 
10
relation J on the bulk form, (Eq. 8) = T e ^ ,  the quantity
T e ^ C ^ O  ^G) is also presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen, 
though the temperature dependence of and are very
nearly the same, that the former is larger than the latter 
by a factor of about 1.7- One possible interpretation is 
that a significant fraction of the total electrical current 
flows superficially and makes only a negligible contribution 
to the transverse temperature difference. The resulting 
temperature difference then arises mostly from the bulk 
current. It should be noted that the damaged layer model 
and the skin model both predict the same ratio for
7,12l b ^  ^ 21* * <aii>//aH b  11 and 15). Our size
effect measurement in sample #17 yields * aii>//,an b  ^  1*6 
which is within error the same value obtained for 
T e ^  /<ir^>. Thus we could explain the apparent discrep­
ancy in the Bridgmann relation by assuming ^e^i^ = e21b 
which is consistent with the skin model, or with the layer 
model when one supposes p £ = 1, i.e. that the z-layers do 
not carry surface current.
In Pig. 5 both experimental values < ir^>/T^e^-]L> and 
crllb//^ a ll* **or samPle ^17 at 20 kG are shown for comparison 
and are seen to match rather well. It is difficult to know 
whether the apparent discrepancy in the high temperature 
range is significant since the mismatch is within 
experimental error.
28
In conclusion, the Ettingshausen and Nernst-Ettings- 
hausen effects in an electropolished Sb sample seem in favor
of the skin model or possibly a layer-type model with sur­
face current only on the y-faces, i.e. the faces parallel
to magnetic field and current.
k . Isothermal and Adiabatic Magnetoresistance
Part 1 of this section was confined to the results of 
the size effect in magnetoconductivity. Other information 
is brought to light by investigating the magnetoresistivity 
under isothermal and adiabatic conditions.
All surface treatments described in part 1 relate to 
direct treatments such as chemical etching, mechanical and 
electropolishing. Indirect treatments such as coating the 
surfaces with either grease or varnish also were made In an 
exploratory manner so as to check their effects on the 
magnetoresistance. The result of this study shows that the 
residual magnetoresistivity of the coated samples (i.e. the 
value of extrapolated to T = 0 K) does not deviate by
more than 2% from the values obtained on uncoated samples. 
These discrepancies can be ascribed to uncertainties in the 
absolute determinations of magnetoresistivities. When, on 
the other hand, study is made of the effect that surface 
coating has on the temperature dependent part of the 
magnetoresistance, it is found consistent with the assump­
tion that only the thermal conductance from the sample to 
the bath is decreased, thus making the condition of
29
measurement closer to being adiabatic.
If the electrical current density J1 flows through the 
sample under truly isothermal conditions, there will be an 
Ettingshausen heat current w| = -^2 1 ^ 1 according Eq. (2) 
flowing across the sample, since G2 = 0. Thus there will 
be heat current into the sample from the bath on one side 
and back into the bath on the other side of the sample. If 
this transverse heat flow is stopped (w^ = 0) then a trans­
verse temperature gradient is generated across the sample 
as seen from Eq. (3) and the magnetoresistivity takes on its 
adiabatic value. When the sample is immersed in either 
liquid or vapor He, the situation is intermediate between 
isothermal and adiabatic; that is, both G 2 and w^ are non­
zero. The principal factors determining the heat flow, w|, 
are the thermal resistance between the sample and its bath 
and the thermal resistivity of the bath itself. In relation 
to the effect of coating on the magnetoresistance it was 
qualitatively determined that the coating was impeding the 
w 2 heat flow and bringing the magnetoresis-tivity closer to 
its adiabatic value. A flow diagram corresponding to this 
situation is represented in Fig. 7. Because of the trivial 
outcome of the coating experiments the following study is 
limited to uncoated samples.
The magnetoresistivity of sample #17, uncoated, 
measured under the following environmental situations: high
vacuum, liquid He I, liquid He II, helium vapor and satu­
rated helium films gave the following results:
29a
Z
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a) Measurements taken with the sample in high vacuum .
a 25are adiabatic ^he results for a magnetic field of
20 kG are shown as curve D of Fig. 8.
b) Measurements taken in the presence of helium vapor 
are not measurably different from the adiabatic values at 
the upper range of temperatures. The vapor lacks sufficient 
thermal conductance to produce a discernible w^.
c) If the sample is immersed in liquid He I, the 
magnetoresistivity shows a slight increase above that of 
the adiabatic condition but still well below the isothermal 
value (see curve E of Fig. 8). Therefore the transport pro­
cesses in liquid He I are insufficient to carry more than 
about 10$ of the Ettingshausen heat current. These results
give an indication of the poor efficiency of He I in main-
29taining a uniform temperature in a horizontal plane.
d) This situation disappears when the bath is cooled 
below 2.18 K and the magnetoresistance shows a step increase 
of approximately 3-5% as the bath changes from He I to He II.
The relative change Ap/p is independent of the field, i.e.
2
since p is about proportional to H then Ap is also propor- 
tional to H . The resistance p-^(He) increases slightly as 
the temperature is lowered down to 1.2 K, curve F, Fig. 8. 
Even though liquid He II is nearly a perfectly isothermal 
fluid, the electrical conduction is not exactly isothermal 
because the Kapitza boundary resistance to the flow of the 
Ettingshausen heat current sets up temperature gradients in 
the sample. This problem is discussed in the next chapter.
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e) As mentioned in (b) the presence of He vapor in the 
sample chamber yields a magnetoresistivity indistinguishable 
from the adiabatic case - except at temperatures well below 
the X-point. Measurements were taken with three different 
quantities of He gas in the sample chamber (the gas pres­
sures at liquid nitrogen temperature were 790, 590 and 230 
mm Hg respectively). The dotted lines connecting the adia­
batic and isothermal curves of Fig. 8 indicate the tempera­
ture range in wh^ch the adiabatic-isothermal transition 
occurred. We may conclude that the helium film on the sample 
changes from the unsaturated, low thermal conduction film at 
the higher temperature to the saturated superfluid film at 
the lower temperature within the respective temperature 
intervals. Thus, below the X-point the unsaturated film is 
unable to provide observable heat transport while the 
saturated film carries heat as effectively as the bulk 
superfluid. We should note that the equality of p ^ ( H e )  in 
the presence of either bulk superfluid or saturated film 
means that the Kapitza resistance is the same in both cases.
f) When magnetoresistance of a coated sample is 
measured, the values found are intermediate between the 
helium bath curve E, F and the adiabatic curve D in agree­
ment with the resulting decrease in thermal contact between 
the sample and the bath.
g) Since p ^ ( H e )  is not equal to the true isothermal 
magnetoresistivity we can estimate the latter only from
Q A  A
< P n >  and the corrective term, [ettT 3 '  Por a samPle in
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which there are no surface effects, the Bridgmann and 
symmetry relations apply and the corrective term can be 
written in three equivalent forms
P11 " P11 = Xge21b7T21b = Xg1T21b/T = Xge21bT *
If we substitute in our measured values, the equality no 
longer holds, thus yielding three different corrective 
values. The corresponding "isothermal" magnetoresistivity 
curves are designated A, B, C in Pig. 8 corresponding res­
pectively to the three different corrections. Obviously 
curve B may be rejected since < p 1 1 (He)> cannot exceed < •
Curve C is rendered unphysical by the maximum at about 2 K. 
Only curve A follows the behavior expected for the isother­
mal magnetoresistivity, and strongly suggests the form
4 ^ P11X - Xg^e21X  ^^ 21^ ’
This equation is in agreement with the skin model (Eq. 16). 
The layer model corresponds to the unacceptable solution B: 
Indeed in part 3 of this section concerning the interpreta­
tion of the ratio it was found that p 2 ^  1
(Eq. 12), therefore
. a  , < e 21>< tt21> _ . <u21>
< pn >  “ ^pn> xg p1 g t s
i.e., the B curve.
The difference < P-q > - < pii> was determined only for 
sample #17, however measurements of the step A p ^  due to the 
transition of liquid He from normal to superfluid were made 
on many of the samples tabulated in Table I. This step from
33
an almost adiabatic to almost isothermal resistance is for 
sample #17 better than Q0% o f < ~ ^ pii^ (see Fig* 8).
3.
If we suppose that the ratio, k = < Api;i> /< P11> “ < P n > >  may 
be regarded as constant for all specimens, then the layer 
model will predict from Eq. (13),
< A p n >  ^21^21
— = ic(-2121)<p >,
< pll> Xg b 11
a proportionality of the relative step with the experimental 
resistance.
The skin.model predicts from Eq. (17)
<Aplx> epi71?!
7 7 1 1 7  ‘ >b  -lib
that the relative step will be independent of the field as 
well as independent of surface condition and size.
In Pig. 9 we present a plot of the step ratio 
< A p n > / ^ p n >  vs. <P;q >* T w o  distinct regions of behavior 
are apparent: The low resistance samples (rough surface and
weak etching) show a proportionality to < p.^ > as expected 
from the layer model with the slope almost exactly matching 
the value k(e2i7r2l/Xg) and therefore these results strongly 
support the damaged layer model, especially with regards to 
the assumption that e2i»7r2 1 ,Xg are tlie same in the l a Y e r  as 
in the bulk.
The high resistance samples (strongly etched and 
electropolished) show a value for < Ap^-L>/< P-q > independent 
of < p ^ > ,  a result which is in agreement with the skin model.
33a
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To summarize, some behavior expected from damaged
layer-models is found on those samples which are indeed
expected to have a damaged surface. Those samples, freed of
»
damaged layer by electropolishing or strong etching, tend to
follow the skin model. This model has been over simplified
for the sake of easy formulation of the effect and it is
quite possible that the results may fit some other skin-type
model. The hypotheses, introduced in the skin model, are
based on the empirical assumption that the transport Eq. (1)
2
can be extended to include Hattori diffusion term. These 
equations will b e :
¥ e D ’^ n. = a. •]£* - eV'Si i i i
* ~ *  (20)w^ = + X£*G,
where i denotes the i^*1 valley. It is assumed that the 
gradient of carrier density, , depends primarily on the 
current it is also assumed that ^n^ would have a negli­
gible effect on second equation. No attempt has been made 
to justify theoretically these hypotheses.
CHAPTER -II 
KAPITZA RESISTANCE DETERMINATIONS
A. Introduction
As noted in part section C of Chapter I, the 
magnetoresistivity, measured in the presence of either super­
fluid bulk helium or the saturated film, is intermediate 
between the adiabatic and isothermal resistivities (see 
Fig. 8 ). Let us define the degree of adiabaticity A, as
P-i-i — P11 ^ ^
A =  iL----  (21)
P11 “ P11
where p^(He) is the magnetoresistivity measured in the 
presence of superfluid helium. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , 
the value of A is about 20$ over the measured temperature 
range. Thus, in spite of the perfectly isothermal environ­
ment provided by superfluid helium, the electrical conduc­
tion is not isothermal. That is, a temperature gradient 
arises within the specimen because of the temperature jump 
at the metal-helium interface which is due to the Kapitza 
boundary resistance.
From Eqs. (2) we note
w| — +Tri2^ 1 ^g^2*
Thus, for the isothermal case Gg = 0 and w# = ^ 2 ^ 1 * How­
ever because of the Kapitza resistance at the boundary, the 
surface temperature must be either above or below the bath 
temperature in order that heat flow may occur across the
35
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metal-liquid helium interface. This flow pattern is 
schematically diagramed in Pig. 7. For conduction in a 
sample immersed in superfluid helium, we will have both 
w* 0, /  0. Our method of measuring the Kapitza resis­
tance involves the analysis of the ’’Ettingshausen heat 
current,” w* = 'nr1 2J l ’ flowinS in the specimen, and partic­
ularly its influence upon the measured magnetoresistivity. 
This indirect method is in contrast with the more commonly
lli
employed techniques of steady heat flow or the trans-
30mission of second sound. In support of our hypothesis, we 
did take measurements on samples whose surfaces were coated 
with vacuum grease or varnish. The measured magnetoresis­
tivity was lower for samples with coated surfaces than for 
samples with clean surfaces in qualitative agreement with 
the corresponding increases in thermal contact resistance 
between sample and liquid helium bath. Therefore we assume 
for samples with clean surfaces, such as #1 7 , that deviation 
from perfect isothermal conduction arises only from the 
Kapitza resistance which we determine by means of the 
following analysis.
In order to derive a value of RK , the Kapitza resistance, 
from the measured values of A we must have recourse to a 
specific model of conduction within the specimen. The 
simplest analytical procedure starts with the assumption of 
a current density, J^, which is uniform over the sample 
cross section. As discussed above, there are compelling 
reasons for concluding that is not uniform. In fact, the
37
distribution of J.^  will most probably be different for all 
three environments: adiabatic, truly isothermal and super­
fluid helium. However, let us note that the measured 
resistivity differs from the bulk by a factor of roughly
is only about H. 5% at the A-point. Thus, to this extent we 
may regard q 1 (see Eq. 14) as the same for measurements in 
all three environments (see Appendix D) and thereby A can be 
evaluated by substituting into (2 1 ) the experimentally 
determined magnetoresistivities.
One can disregard gradient in the 1-direction and thereby 
reduce the problem to two dimensions, and neglect terms 
which are of second degree in the temperature gradients. 
Then,
0 . 6 2  (for sample #17) while the difference (p-j^ - P i i ^ / P n
B. Results and Discussion
19 ->
Following Callen we note V*wE = 0 where wE is the
total energy current. With w# = wE - pJ where u is the 
electrochemical potential, then V*w# = Substituting
the bulk equations defining and w* into the above 
equation yields
A
V-U-5) = J-p-J + 3-(e - !£)•?. (22)
eiT12vT 9T 
3T ;dl 9y (23)
since w^ = C-ttJ] z + [A(j]z reduces to A^gG^j then
38
g2T 3w#
then X^3 — j? = “ This physical situation possesses
3 z
certain symmetries which are inferred in the flow diagram, 
Pig. 7, namely,
T(y,z) - T q = T(y,-z) - T q (24)
T(y,z) - T q = -[T(-y,z) - TQ ], (25)
where T q is the bath temperature. Prom the former equation,
w^(y,z) = -w|(y,-z) hence w^(y,0) = 0. The latter equation 
means that T(y,z) - T q is anti-symmetric about y = 0, so 
that wj|(y,z) = w|(-y,z). We may then restrict our discus*-
h n
sion to the positive quadrant, 0 < y ^ and 0 < z <
afr _ 2 , 97r12, T 3T ,
" Xg ay2 3z P11J 1 " 12 3T )J1 3y' (26)
Since we may expect T(y,z) to be nearly indepen-
31dent of % and thus only 3w*/3z depends upon z. Thus 
integrating from z = 0 to z = c/ 2 we have
-*8 S  + = PH J 1 - (e12 - If' ^ay
T(y)-T
Further we have the boundary condition w*(y,^-) = --- 5— -,
3 ^ kK
where is the Kapitza resistance on the z = ^  surface.
32Neglecting Joule and Thomson heating we obtain 
32t  - To
Xs 3y2 § r k
= 0. (28)
This equation is easily solved with the boundary condition 
at y = b / 2 ,
39
T(b/2) - T b
Rk = w 2 (2  ^ = t“'IT21J l^ Xg 9y (29)
b 
2
we find
§ =  - ^ — m  008^ 0^  (30)
2 1 s inh(^) b
where a = [-=— r— ]2 and M = — r  + acosh(-^-) . We have
K g  K g  . 2
assumed the same Kapitza resistance on all faces. Now the 
actual field is given by
,rn e-| pir?-1acosh(ay)
Ei * P1 1 J 1 - P 12 §  ■ (pll + ^ ------- >J 1
g
(31)
and since E* is uniform in the z,y plane, the effective 
conductivity is
, +b/2 (e' X tt' )acosh(ay) ,
/ Cl + -M r V
I1 bpll -b/ 2 P1 1M (32)
The second term in the integrand is small, allowing a first 
order expansion and
P11 _ e12Xg7r21r,cN ,abN 2 , ,abN ,abN -,-1
Pll(He) - 1 ------- 5 ^ — 1^ (b)(T ) + (— )=°th(-r )] (33)
with “ E ^ ^ g ^ ^ l  = P 11 ” pll* one obta;J-ris
, P 11 >pll_pll(Hei r,cw cib,2 . ,ab> „
(- ^ m ) -------- i- = [ ( b )(x ) + (-r)ooth(x )] ’ (3^
11 pll - P 11
so that A «u [(§)(ep) 2 + ( ^ ) o o t h ( ^ ) ] - 1 . All of the 
quantities on the left are determined experimentally. The
40
solution of the transcendental equation (34) yields the
values of ab/2 from which RK can be determined. The values
33of are presented in Pig. 10. J
To the best of our knowledge there are no data published
on Kapitza resistance of Sb nor of other semimetals. It is
therefore difficult to judge the reliability of the method
employed here or the validity of the assumptions regarding
the estimation of the isothermal magnetoresistance. The
Kapitza resistances presented here are larger than those
14generally obtained for other metals. One possible reason 
would be that the estimate of is too large, that is,
^e1 2 ^g7r2 1 ^exp ma^ 130 -*-ar6 er than the appropriate corrective 
term A p ^ .  The values of R^ obtained here are more
comparable with those of semiconductors as can also be seen
34in Pig. 10 which includes the results of Johnson and Little
for pure Si. Since in Sb we have thermal conduction by only
phonons in the y-direction in high fields, we could ascribe
the close similarity of R^ . in Si and Sb to the similarity of
conduction processes.
Determination of R^ above the X-point is made difficult
29
by the fact that the helium bath is not isothermal, and
this fact contributes to most of the degree of adiabaticity
that was found. Since the heat transport in liquid He I
involves rather more complicated processes than simple
35thermal conduction, no attempt has been made to determine 
the Kapitza resistance in this range.
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CHAPTER III
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION AND DRAG EFFECTS IN 
BULK TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS AT LOW TEMPERATURE
A. Introduction
In Chapter I we have studied the effects of size and 
surface, etc., on transport coefficients at high magnetic 
field. The corrections of these effects allow one to study 
the bulk transport phenomena. The most interesting features 
of transport properties in the helium temperature range are 
electron-phonon normal, that is, intravalley scattering and 
mutual as well as simple drag effects.
The transport coefficients covered in this study 
include ideal resistivity, thermal resistivity, thermo­
electric power, magnetoresistance, thermal magnetoresistance, 
Ettingshausen and Nernst-Ettingshausen effects. Lattice 
conductivity was also measured and analyzed as part of this 
study.
There are several models used in transport theory. In 
this thesis, one attempts to analyze the results in terms of 
effective-scattering-Debye-temperature, that is, Ziman's 
cutoff temperature, the matrix elements of the electron- 
phonon interaction, that is, deformation potentials and drag 
contributions. They will be discussed in more detail in the 
following sections.
All measurements show an excellent correlation with 
Ziman's cutoffs and qualitative agreement with the proposed 
scattering mechanisms. This consistency allows the
41
b2
estimation of the scattering parameters such as the 
deformation potential.
Information about the surface and size effects which 
properly allows for correction of the high field transport 
coefficients is lacking in the zero field; and the correc­
tion for size and surface effect at zero field can only be 
worked out under certain assumptions as it is done, for 
example, in the case of the ideal resistivity.
Although there have been several theoretical and 
experimental investigations of phonon drag effect since L.
E. Gurevich pointed out the importance of taking into 
account the influence of the non-equilibrium character of the 
phonon subsystem on the electron subsystem in the thermo­
electric power phenomena, there has been no systematic work 
on electron-phonon simple and mutual drag effects in anti­
mony. Therefore, it is important to examine and to separate 
"drag" and "diffusive" effects. As is noted elsewhere the 
influence of the non-equilibrium character of the phonon 
subsystem on the electron subsystem is called simple phonon 
drag effect. Furthermore, a non-equilibrium character of 
phonon subsystem, which is due to the non-equilibrium charac­
ter of electron subsystem, affects the electron in turn is 
called an electron-phonon mutual drag effect. In any semi­
metal, such as antimony, there are electrons and holes in 
the charge carrier system. Quite often the phonon will 
(will be) drag (dragged by) an electron in one direction and
43
a hole in the opposite, such phenomenon is usually referred 
to as compensated drag effect.
The results covered in this thesis show that there is 
strong simple phonon drag effect in Nernst-Ettingshausen 
effect at helium temperature, and strong mutual drag effects 
in magnetoresistance and Ettingshausen effects. The drag 
effect is weak in both the ideal resistivity and in the 
thermoelectric power because of drag compensation. The 
consistency of the effective-scattering-Debye-temperature is 
also found in the drag case. This agreement provides one 
with the understanding of electron-phonon scattering 
mechanisms.
B. Theoretical Consideration of Drag Effect in 
the Bulk Transport Coefficients
General Consideration
As noted in Chapter I the kinetic equations are usually 
18
written a s :
J = 0$ *  + e"^T (35)
W* = - A"$T (36)
where if and ft* are the electrical and thermal current den­
sities, £* and ^T are the electrochemical and temperature
A
gradients. These coefficients are named as follows: a, the
A  A
electrical conductivity; A",'the thermal conductivity; e " ,
A
the thermoelectric tensor; and ir", the Peltier tensor.
In the case of the bulk transport properties, the well
I'D
known Onsager-Kelvin relations J are valid, thus
Therefore one can minimize the number of transport 
coefficients to be calculated. In this section, we will 
derive some equations describing the contributions of drag 
effect to the transport coefficients, such as o( 0 ), a ^ C H ) ,
ell(0 ) 1 > e2 1 ^H  ^ and ^ 2 1 ^  in the hellum temperature
range based on the assumption of ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces.
The other transport coefficients, such as a 1 2 (H), e'^CH),
20u^lCH), and X ^ ( H )  , etc., are comparatively smaller, and 
are not interesting for this study.
The Fermi surfaces of antimony have been studied 
through theoretical^ and experimental^ investigations, and 
have been found that there are six hole pockets and three 
electron pockets, neither electron nor hole Fermi surfaces 
are ellipsoidal and that neither their distributions are 
quadratic. ^ * 3 However, the introduction of ellipsoidal and 
quadratic model approximations doesn’tlead to a significant 
error in the calculation. In some instance spherical models 
will also be used, so as to allow some simplifications in 
the calculation. The fact that these results can be extend­
ed to ellipsoidal case with a proper anisotropic correction
O O t q
factor has been successfully tested in bismuth, graphite,
20,40even in antimony. ’
As is noted in the investigation of lattice
2 8conductivity from liquid helium temperature down to 0.4°K,'
^ 5
the carrier-phonon scattering dominates the "enclosed"
phonon (see the next section) scattering mechanisms, in
addition, the phonon-electron scattering is more frequent
than phonon-hole scattering. Consequently the fact that the
mean free path of hole due to scatter with phonon is much
longer than that of an electron scattering with phonon is
20also concluded in Long, et al_. , investigation of antimony. 
In short,
+ —  =* 1, L+ >> L", i t  »  JC 
L L"
where L is the total mean free path of the phonon, L+ is the 
mfp of the phonon scattering with the hole, L~ is the mfp 
of the phonon scattering with the electron, and £* is the 
mfp of the hole (electron) scattering with the phonon.
These considerations simplify some of the complicated 
calculations in the transport coefficients.
41The carrier-phonon interaction takes the form:
 ^ ,, iq»r ,# - iq• r .
H = £ V-*(b-»- e - b-> e M )
and
e-p q q q
Vq iee , h / 2 p V o T  (eq #<^
where e , are deformation potentials of the electron and 
6 ^ n
the hole respectively, p is the density, V is the volume, 
e is the polarization vector, and b ,b# are the creation
q q q
and annihilation operators respectively.
The calculation to be presented in this section is 
based on the assumption that there is no distinction between
46
longitudinal and transverse phonons. It is also assumed 
that there is no optical phonon-carrier interaction in the 
helium temperature range. Furthermore, the intervalley and 
interband scattering are also neglected. The sound speed, 
s, is considered as a constant for every branch of phonons 
and every direction of propagation.
The general coupled Boltzmann equations are:
3ff 3fj> 3ff
(jcr^) + (ttt1) + = 0 (37)
dZ scatt dZ diff dZ field
3N-»-
( a r 1) + (af3-) = o (38)
dC scatt dZ diff
f t  and N-* are the distribution functions of the carrier and 
k q
the phonon with the wave vector k and q respectively. It is
usual that the solutions of these coupled Boltzmann
42equations are:
3ff
= f§ - (?U).S) (39)
3NS
n5 - N| - (5(“ )*q) ('•o)
f£ and are the equilibrium distribution functions; j^(e)
and ^U(w) are the drift velocities of the carrier and the 
phonon respectively.
If we disregard the interband and intervalley
scatterings, the rate of change of the carrier distribution
function due to the scattering by phonons is given by 
Ziman:^
*17
9 f *■>
(st^)e+_p = '
(<41)
and
or
+ [^(e)-^(e') ^ ' - 0 ( o ) ) - q ] p | ,q}d3^ ‘d 3q
af£ 9f£ af£
( g A  = + ( g A
dZ scatt e-p dZ imp.etc.
9ff I v. I _ ^ 9fg
^  f  = (at]i) + T T -  , (v(6 ) - k ) ^
scatt e-p imp.etc.
where P^+ or P£ q describes the transition probability in
which a phonon is annihilated or created respectively.
*14
Generally the expressions of them are given by:
Plq = ^ (* q ,5 ) 55 + 5 , E ' S(£:r C5 ' +,i,,)q )Nq 1'i(1" fI ' > (1*3)
Q
pf ' 5  - ? i T t 8 q - « > ilS . { ^ s ( ‘6 - e{ > - ,1“ q )(NS +1>fl ' (1- fl ) - ( ',1°
Q
The other terms in Boltzmann equation for charge 
carrier are:
(— — ) = -(v »^T)T^--e~^^ — — (*15)
9t ;dlff k 9T 9e K 0 )
9 9fS g f S
+  ish-^^zr-  < « >
field
While those two terms of the Boltzmann equation for phonon 
are:
9N-*- 3N+ 9N-*-
(jTf ) = (g^ ) + ( g f )  (*17)
scatt p-e bound.iso.etc.
( 1 %  =  1 1  S ;/{[VCe)-E-V?e' >5?’+$(w)-q]Pf|’ d3Kd3J-
p-e (2tt) ^  ±
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3N+ /A/ •. 3N°
Cat3-) = s.(u(m :.al cl (k9)
bound.iso.etc. r
and
-L = + - 1 _  +
L L, L. r b iso
where L, and L. are mfp of phonon limited by phonon- 
b iso
boundary and phonon-isotope scatterings respectively.
9 N 2  -V _  9 N §
<8ta)alff- (S^ T) ^  3 ^ -  (50>
It is necessary to evaluate the integrals before
solving coupled Boltzmann equations. The procedures of
45integration can be found in many references. We will not 
repeat this calculation here. Further, if we use the con­
cept of mean free paths to express V(e) and U(w), then V(e) 
and U(oj) are given by:
Q g . h
^ ( e ) +     / T fl(x) ,dx (51)
# 5< ^ >  0 (e -11
= - ^ ( e * ®  - } fa)
P"
*, x 6l f°° *+, x 3ff \  3L r°° * , x  ^ \ lr_ WiiSfn
U(w) = ---+ J V (e) ~Y^~d e ---- r / V(e) ~3e T
L e+ (q/2 ) L e"(q/2 ) (5 2 )
where A1 is mfp of the hole (electron)
is mfp of the hole (electron) due to scattering 
with a phonon 
p* is the momentum of a hole (electron)
<B
J,.(m) is the Debye integral of the form
5 T a
<B>
J 5 (^)
T x^ex
V  2 dx 
0 <e - 1’
L, L+ and iT are defined previously.
* 2kf
is defined as (-— 1- ) Q p D (see the next section for
more detail)
x = s is the speed of sound
B
kg is Boltzmann constant.
In addition,
«i i i 
1 £imp. etc.
1_ = 6_ + 1- + 2l_
Ln r+ T- Kl L L r
if the phonon scatters with 
both carriers
if the phonon scatters with 
only a hole
1 q 1
— -- " —  + f — if the phonon scatters with
L 3 L" Lr
only an electron
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and
. 37rh2ef . Nn ©  n 9 _ ©  * v,
h  = ---- 11-- + ( rnr- > (r^ -) M — f^1) (53)
* f  I 6 p^ >h6pj  © e>h © D 5
where B = 1 for electron, B = 2 for hole.
Calculation of a(0) the Zero Field Electrical Conductivity 
Because the Fermi temperatures of electrons and holes 
for antimony are about 1022°K and 1319°K respectively,^ It 
is permissible to consider that carriers in antimony are 
highly degenerate at the helium temperature. As one cal­
culates a( 0 ), it is usually assumed that ft = 0 , = 0 .
Therefore the drift velocities ^ ( e ^ )  and ft(co) are given by:
© » , h
tr±/_ \   f T x^ex d
(  f )  "  ”  WTZ  J r p x - - n 2  p ±
6Li \ , 3Li
(54)
ft(a>) = V + (ef) + t"(ef ) q e region 1 (55a)
L L
,  6Lp 6Lp
ft(w) = -T- V (e~); r * 1 q s region 2 (55b)
L 1 L
3L_ 3L-
U(u)) = — 1  V (e^); — 2. - 1 q e region 3 (55c)
L" 1 L“
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U(u>) = 0 q e region 4 (5 5 d)
In the first three cases, 1/Lr is regarded as negligible.
If referring to the next section, we call "a" a ellipsoidal 
volume of q space which corresponds to the phonons scattered 
by the hole (i.e. the hole "enclosed phonon") and "b" the 
similar volume for electron "enclosed phonon," the regions 1 , 
2, 3 and 4 as sketched in Pig. 11 correspond to:
region 1 : the volume common to "a" and "b"
region 2 : the volume "a" except "1 "
region 3 : the volume "b" except "1 "
region 4: the region outside "a" and "b" (peripheral
L e t ’s note that there are six hole-pockets and three electron- 
pockets in antimony, thus Pig. 11 should add another 5 "a" 
and another 2 "b".
Prom Eqs. (54) and (55) along with the condition of 
highly degenerate carrier distributions and negligible inter­
valley scattering, [i.e., U(oj) = 0 for region 1], the drift 
velocities of carriers become:
phonons).
\ + + 
dxj = ^ ~  E (56)
T
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where
2tfs k„
B
is the "radius” of region 1 as we approximate this 
region by a sphere.
Or
Me* p
i5-
V± (ef.) = --------- £------------------- (56a)
f ® *.
_ 1 -------------+ V  T >
^imp. etc. . ®  ? u
t i'f 5 V T
Consequently, one obtains the current density,
or
2 2 
, _  ne  3. __________  , ne_________1________
Pf pf @ 5
1 ! J5(~ ) 1 | J5(~T~)
^Imp. etc. . O  *  % n p . ©  #
4  J5< t > J 5 ( ^ r >
+ -
In antimony, I  >> I  , thus
where
and
P+
= f_______
0 ne 2 £.t .imp. etc,
p . -?! t f *  ( | d , 2  ( J L ) 5  j ( ® i )  (58)
ld 32pse252 <S>* @ D 5 T
where ®  JJ - 16°K from theoretical consideration because the 
shortest axes of both electron and hole ellipsoids are 
~4.1 x 10^ 1/cm, therefore q^ ~ 8.2 x 10^ 1/cm or ©  * =* 16°K.
Thermoelectric Power e.^(0) at Zero Field
In order to simplify the calculations, we will determine 
tt!q (0) instead of e !q (0). According to kinetic equation
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under the condition of isothermal measurements, VvT = 0, thus
A
This heat current corresponds to the heat carried by 
the electrons, the holes as well as the phonons which inter­
act with (or are dragged by) electrons and/or holes. The 
phonon's part can be written as
i f 3N° ,
"a "  ^  J * V ® (“ ) d q (59>
where the non-equilibrium part (or drift velocity) of the 
phonon is, from previous calculation at a first order 
approximation,
ft (to) = ^  - O ' -  E +  —  ^e- 1 E q e region 1 
L Pf L“ PJ
ft(») = —j t  —8 , - ■ E q e region 2
P+f
ft(w) = — ^ — 3 ^ ■ E q e region 3
l“ p;
U(co) = 0
H 7
q e region 4
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In region 1 our result of TEP is similar to that obtained
regions 2 and 3 are not easy to calculate exactly. It can 
be approximated by the assumption that one can transform the 
ellipsoidal Fermi surface into a spherical one. After such 
a transformation, one can compute the heat current carried 
by these phonons which interact with the carriers. This 
heat current is given by
by Gurevich and Korenblit. The results of the TEP in
where
3NkBT
© 5
3NkgT
ne * V h  :+
T
T
where and a0 are the parameters used in the transformation. 
Because
Wq = -ir^CO) E
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In the zero field, tt^C0) = °> let's neglect the subscripts 
in tt^CO) and e”-^ (0 ) , and
tt(O) = Te(0) =
Therefore if
e(0 ) = e (0 ) + e (0 )
d g
e (0) is the diffusive term of the TEP 
d
1_ (3NkB (_1_)3
D
[/
© J
f T
0
6l.
(°h L+
T 6L. T
L (e -1)‘
3L3 xV
ct a_ — ^ dxe e T- , x , v2 
4 L (e -1)
T
I 
S
(60)
The first term of Eq. (60) is similar to the term 
obtained by Gurevich, ejfc al_., for which they obtained
e (0) = B 1  t l+ k + - l ~ k ~
3e+ U ++Jf) 1 (l-y+-Y") (1+D)
(61)
according to their notations, for one electron pocket and one 
hole pocket, then
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In our notation for six-hole pockets and three-electron 
pockets:
It has to be mentioned that, due to the mutual drag 
effect which we neglected in our calculation, the residual 
conductivities should be used in Eq. (6 0). Thus, the 
difference between Eq. (62) and the first term of Eq. (60) 
apparently is caused by the neglect of the mutual drag effect 
In our calculation.
If the intervalley scattering is very weak, e (0) can be
g
rewritten as
(62)
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Isothermal Magnetoresistlvit.y P-q CH)
If the cyclotron frequency of the carrier is w whereC
eH
= ran » the high field condition implies that o> x >> 1 .
0 m S° m#C
The saturated field is then defined as H = , where to ex„ s cc
is the relaxation time of the carrier. In antimony, the
2 20 40
saturated field was found about 10 gauss or less. * Thus,
if H >> Hq , the carriers are at the high field condition, that
-V + -V
is, a) t >> 1 , then the drift velocities v and U can be’ c c ’
written down as
© L h
tr( ef) + ^      f 9 (x)  -  dx = ^  E
c *f * ® S h  o ( e -1} Pf
(63)
5 ( “ > = - f r f + ^ f ~  - rr { _ v‘ (e> de
c-(| L V ( § >
(6H)
It is easier to use iteration to solve these simultaneous
equations. In this study magnetic field is always applied in
the trigonal axis, so that the drift velocities of the
carriers and phonons are in basal plane. If E Is applied
along the x direction (or bisectrix axis), then if U(w) = 0 ,
-*■ +
the solutions of V~(ef ) are
60
^(e,) - t(|)2 - n  E, - ^  , 0] (65)
6 &
->*4- ->
Prom V (ef ) we can obtain U(w) as
„ o vo? 6L,pt 3L,Pl 6L. 3L. w
S(«) = i(|)2 ^  (— H — u:), - < ^ t - l)!r.oi
H e L A  L”A“ L L H
q e region 1 (6 6 a)
6 L„pt 6L,
-  rr£'»2 M  2 f  2 flcE niU(W) “ ICti' +, 4. 4. » “  x  ti
H e L i  L+ H
q e region 2 (6 6 b)
s (B, . .  3- h . m  , 01
H e" L“JT L" H
q e region 3 (6 6 c)
U(oj) = 0  q e region 4 (6 6 d)
As is noted previously that the carrier-phonon scattering 
dominates in the "enclosed phonon" scattering mechanisms.
The frequencies of the phonon-boundary and phonon-isotope 
scatterings are only a small fraction of the scattering 
frequency of enclosed phonons. For simplicity we assume that
6L 3L
y, = — t—  + — — as q e region 1
1 L L"
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6L2
y_ = - t~- as q e region 2
d L
3L-
Y_ = — ^ as q e region 3
3 T
then, Y]l - Y 2 ~ Y 3 = Y so long as q Is In regions 1, 2 and
3. The introduction of this parameter y does not lead to a
significant error because y1s Y 2 and Y 3 are a 1 1  nearly unity 
due to the strong phonon-carrier scattering at the helium 
temperature with 1/Lr negligible.
+ +
If the deviations (or drag term) of V “(ef ) are 6V _(ef ), 
then SV* are given by
SV* * [ - ( § ) 2 Y E , 0 , 0 ] (67)
e~£"
to the second order of magnetic field, as q is in the regions
1, 2 and 3. Prom Eqs. (6 5 ) and (6 7 ) one obtains
J * [(V++<SV+ ) - (V"+6V“ )]
or
„ 2 Pf K  (l-Y)Pf (1-Y)p;
’£)* r —  + — =  + ----- --L  + --------
an (H) = n(H) c 7+—  + 7=—  + “ 7+"
*f
(68a)
*lmp. Almp. Z f  Z
Because % >> Z , hence,
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where
„ 0 nPl
toimp<H)1ll " 7 = ^
imp,
- (f > 2 p
f
or
pii(H) “ (f )2 ---- =—  ----- =------  (fi9)
n(-^2— ) + n (1-y )
^imp.
Equation (69) is in general agreement with Kagan and Plerov
48 42calculation, as well as Gurevich and Korenblit.
Ettingshausen Coefficient and Nernst-Ettingshausen
Coefficient e'A^(H)
Although the conventional definitions of Ettingshausen 
and Nernst-Ettingshausen coefficients are irJ^(H) and e^CH), 
we will still calculate u^CH) and e^CH) instead of 
and e^CH).
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Prom the obtained drift velocities V+(ef) and U(w) in
Eqs. (65) and (66), one can obtain the heat current density
j
consisting of carriers and phononb flow. If W is the heat
H
current carried by phonons, thei^ its y-component is given by
q'y (27r)3 kT (U(a))*q) stfco N°(N°+l)d^q4 4
#  2hsk1
where @  ^  ^— - and k^ is the "radius" of regions 1, 2
B
and 3 as we approximate this by a sphere. And
®  1 T ,  r T XV
CLC-ht1) = S N k n t M  * ■■■ , dxV  T ' ' ,„x ,,2
® D  1o (e
Furthermore, the heat current density, Wg , carried by 
carriers is given by
,3/2 . af.o±
fw x _ . ^ e . h 5 f cE 3/2/ ,±, 3fke y " “ ± 1 7 ^  J H "  ^
= ~ T T  °e T (71)
where
•jr2k2T
ce = - T "  (ze + V
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and Z. are the densities of states of electrons and holes e h
at the Fermi surface.
Combining Eqs. (70) and (71), we have
©  *
W2 ■ - It  Ttoe + 3 V t t ’]
or
IT21(H) =
cT c 
H" e + 3
(72)
or
21 (H) = | [Ca +
1
3 °g(-
©
)] (73)
Adiabatic Magnetoconductivity g ^ (H)
If one measured 0^(13) under the adiabatic condition, 
i.e., W* = 0, then gij^H) should be different from a^|(H) 
which is obtained previously. For the sake of solving this 
problem, let's assume that the temperature gradient generated 
by Ettingshausen heat current is so small that the electron 
and hole distributions are negligibly changed and the super­
position principle of carrier's and phonon's drift velocities 
due to both electrical and temperature gradient is also 
true. Then, we can write
65
uy O O  = r f  " ^  V  (?1|)
”21where V T = -k—  E because W = 0 ,  therefore
y  \  y
xeN
oy(«) - v f  - f 5^ - Or + — > E
° g (_Ti)
then one can have
eN
<^(H) = ft^.(H)lu  + Cl-y)[V p (H)]11 + (y + J ^ r )  (H)]u
C (-7^ ) g T '
(75)
where
eN - 4  o . & i ;
T  = t  W ’ <L>S
and C is the specific heat of the carrier
© J
C (-7p~) is the specific heat of enclosed phonons 
g J-
s is the speed of sound.
C. Ziman’s Cutoff in the Electron-Hole System
The carrier-phonon normal process intravalley scattering, 
carrier-phonon drag effect and their contributions in the
transport coefficients have been discussed in the previous
%
« 2k,
section, while the quantity which is defined a s ®  =
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has not yet been clearly discussed. It will be the purpose 
to define this q u a n t i t y ©  , that is, the "effective- 
scattering-Debye-temperature" or "Ziman's cutoff temperature."
The electron-phonon normal (intravalley) process with 
lc + q = lc' and + Jrtooj* = e £ r involved phonons which, to a 
good approximation, obey the relation q = k£, - kp and belongs 
to a group said to be "enclosed" phonons. In the case of a 
Fermi sphere of radius kp , electrons will be solely scattered 
by the phonons enclosed in a sphere of radius 2kp and if the 
phonon-phonon interaction is weak, the effective scattering 
(Debye temperature) appearing in the transport effects in 
the relation with electron-phonon scattering will be
# 2kf liq
Qp = © d  » Qj) is the Debye-radius, (g) D is Debye 
temperature.
In case of a Fermi "ellipsoid," the "enclosed" phonons 
are contained in a similar ellipsoid of double dimension.
The phonons outside this limit will be called "peripheral" 
phonons and will not scatter the electrons. The scattering 
cutoff will be referred to as "Ziman's Cutoff." In order to 
estimate an effective cutoff temperature, it is necessary to 
use an approximation which averages the anisotropy of electron 
distribution and phonon velocity, it is possible to introduce 
an effective scattering temperature.
In the case of antimony with three electron pockets and 
three pairs of hole pockets, one can define several 
elementary cutoffs. According to the discussion in previous
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section, the "drift velocity" of phonons and the resistive 
scattering frequency of phonons depend on the external 
fields, the size and the orientation of Fermi surfaces, and 
the types of phonons. In short, one can obtain several cut­
offs from both size and orientation of Fermi surfaces and 
from drag effects.
(1) The cutoff associates with those phonons that are 
enclosed by either electron or hole. These phonons have the 
same drift velocity as charge carriers at the high field 
limit. This cutoff is corresponding to those phonons which 
are in region 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 11 (see previous section).
(2) The cutoff associates with the phonon that is 
enclosed to the electron. These phonons will scatter with 
electrons and exhibit a characteristics along with the 
resistivity of the electron. This cutoff is corresponding 
to those phonons of "b" ellipsoid of Figure 11.
(3) The cutoff associates with the phonon that is 
enclosed to the hole. This cutoff is corresponding to 
those phonons of "a" ellipsoid of Figure 11.
(4) The cutoff associates with those phonons that are 
enclosed to both electron and hole simultaneously. These 
phonons can scatter with both electron and hole. In 
particular, such as in the ideal resistivity case, the net 
momenta of these phonons gained from scattering with charge 
carriers are nearly canceled when electron and hole drift 
in opposite directions. This cutoff is corresponding to
6 7 ’
those phonons in region 1 of Figure 11.
The same subdivision valid for the electron-phonon 
scattering can be applied to the simple and mutual drag 
effects. It is obvious that only those phonons which 
scatter (or are scattered by) electrons drag (are dragged 
by) electrons. In short, the Ziman's cutoffs are exhibited 
not only in resistive scattering but also in the drag effect.
The same type of cutoff appearing in different kind 
transport coefficients may exhibit apparently quite different 
value. For instance, the first type of cutoff, (H) 1 , 
appearing in Ettingshausen effect shows an apparent difference 
from that which appears in lattice conductivity. The cutoff, 
(h) 1 , of Ettingshausen effect is about 29°K, while the cut­
off, (g) *, of lattice conductivity is about 24°K. This can 
be understood in such a way that the Fermi surfaces of both 
electrons and holes are ellipsoids. The cutoff temperature 
is proportional to some sort of average of the wave vectors 
for a specific group of enclosed phonons. However, the 
average usually tends to be that involving the predominant 
carriers. The predominant phonons yielding Ettingshausen 
heat current are those phonons with larger wave vectors 
because of their greater energy; however, the predominant 
heat carrier in the peripheral phonon heat conduction are 
those phonons with smaller wave vectors because of less 
scattering frequency and therefore more mobile. Therefore 
the cutoff of Ettingshausen is 29°K and larger than that of
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lattice conductivity, that is, about 24°K. Such effects may 
also show in the second and third type of cutoffs.
Though Ziman’s cutoffs as well as the selective drag 
cutoffs are very complicated in some aspects, they provide 
with the details of electron-phonon scattering mechanisms, 
and allow one to understand more about transport phenomena.
D. Result and Discussion
Thermal and Electrical Resistivity in Zero Magnetic Field 
The measured values of the total thermal conductivity,
XT , for sample #17 are shown in Fig. 12 along with values of
the lattice conductivity, X , measured with the application
O
of a 20 kG magnetic field. The dotted line represents
X„ = Xm - X . Curves B, C, and D were taken from White ande T g 3 3
W o o d s . W h i l e  curves G and H are the curves interpolated
from this measurement (curves A, E, F) to White and Woods
51measurement (B, C, D) using Makinson's formula. These 
measurements display several notable features: first the
thermal conduction below 3°K is almost entirely by charge 
carriers while above the lattice contributes significantly; 
the maximum at ~2°K is due to the competition of carrier- 
phonon and carrier-impurity scattering processes, the maximum 
at ~5.5°K is due to the superposition of carrier and lattice 
conduction.
In considering electronic thermal conductivity, X . we 
assume Matthiessen’s rule is valid for lower temperature
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limit, then
\  - h  - f e r + bt2 (76). e o
where
PQ is the residual electrical resistivity
Lq is the Lorenz number, L q = 2.45x10“® J 2/coul2K2
B. is a constant depending on electron-phonon coupling.
One may obtain pQ and B by plotting ygT against T , which 
is shown in Pig. 13. For sample #17,
pQ = 4.7 x 10“ 9 cm 
B = 1.13 x 10“4 m w"1
The value, p , obtained from this measurement is consistent3 Q
with the directly measured value (see section on electrical 
resistivity).
49The parameter B, following Wilson’s theory, is for 
T 0 limit
27h2Ne2 - 1
B  T T 1 T -  J5 (oo) a (77)
6 4 it k g C ^ p S  ® D  b a h
where N is the number of atoms in a unit volume
is deformation potential of the hole
is the Fermi energy 
p is the density, s is the speed of sound
© D is the Debye temperature
cm
K
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20
is the anisotropic parameter.
The scattering parameter (deformation potential) of the
20
high mobility carrier (it is a hole ) deduced from this
measurement is about 1.615 eV. However, K l e i m e n ^ * ^ 2 has
shown that there is a correction factor of .68 for B, thus
giving deformation potential eh = 1.96 eV. This value is in
53good agreement with that deduced from the RFSE measurement 
(about 1.9 e V ) . In the higher temperature range, the devia­
tion of y T from Eq. (76) can be understood by the substitu-
6 <S>i *
tion of J 5 (-t ^) for J g M  in Eq. (77). The value of ©  h 
required to fit this experimental curve is 25°K (see Fig. 
13). This is an example of a type 3 cutoff (see Section C)
O pfl
- which is about 24.4 K from theoretical calculation.
_2
Starting at sufficiently high temperature Xg ~ T
because of the dominance of electron-phonon scattering, but
as temperature decreases electron-impurity processes become
increasingly more important until they dominate giving
Xg ~ T. The temperature at which the maximum of Xg occurs is
given by Tmax = ( and Tm for is 2 K * which ls
o
obvious from Fig. 12. Using our value for B(T), the sample
of White and Woods yields Tm  = 6 8°K,^^ which is slightly
lower than the peak shown in Fig. 12. The difference is due 
to the superposition of the maximum in the lattice thermal 
conductivity which occurs ~8 K.
To a good approximation for the isotropic sample, the 
thermal conductivity is generally given by
(K
z)
cm
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*e “ I  C UP 1 (78)
where C, Up and I are specific heat, Fermi velocity and total
mean free path of carriers respectively. In the case of
antimony one knows that the mean free path of more mobile
carriers, holes, is much longer than that of less mobile
nir k|T
carriers while because CUra = — 5--- thus this term of hole
F Pp
is still slightly larger than that of electron. Therefore,
Ae is approximately given by
X ~ i  C Uh A+ = 5 H+
e “ 3 h F QP+ 1
*rF
or
1 . 3 P ^ J 5 (»)
(79)
•f
where is the mean free path of hole limited by the hole- 
phonon scattering.
With the numbers Pp = 6.78 x 10_28 Kg m/s and B =
1.13 x 10”  ^m/w, the Eq. (79) yields
£  - — »• (on) (80)
, ©  h 
T  J 5 (^
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It might be of interest to compare this mean free path
5
with the one deduced from RPSE measured by Gantmahker, et al. 
Both mean free paths are dominated by the small angle 
electron-phonon scattering. They are in fairly good agree­
ment in higher temperature range but have an apparent 
discrepancy in the lower temperature range (see Table III). 
This apparent discrepancy at lower temperature range is
probably due to the difference in extrapolation of the cal-
+culation. The temperature dependence of is about T at 
lower temperature range, the apparent power dependence will 
slightly decrease as temperature increases, because the
Debye integral weakens the temperature dependence of .
+ -2Thus looks like T dependence at higher temperature
range, which was observed by the RFSE.
Table III 
The mean free path of a hole (cm)
T 1.5°K 2°K 2.5°K 3°K 3.5°K 4°K
This work .521 .198 .120 .072 .054 .042
Gantmakher .302 .170 .109 .075 .056 .043
Another interesting feature which should be made is the 
scattering mechanism in the thermal conductivity. In the 
lower temperature, such as helium temperature, the thermal 
resistivity is proportional to the square of the temperature, 
and not the fourth power as one would deduce from the 
electrical resistivity and the Wiedemann-Franz law. This
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confirmed that the small angle scatterings dominate the 
thermal resistivity. One can know that when the phonon 
energy is comparable with k0T at low temperature (T < (S> D ) 
scattering through large angle merely turn a hot electron 
going one way into a cold electron going the opposite way, 
and thus the large angle scattering has very little effect 
on the heat current. But inelastic scattering through small 
angle is very effective in reducing the heat current, for it 
can change a hot electron into a cold one, or vice versa at 
a single scattering. Because only the long wavelength 
phonons are available in helium temperature for scattering, 
the angle of scattering must be small in this temperature 
range.
There is no direct evidence for the mutual or simple 
drag effects to thermal resistivity. This absence may occur 
because the scattering of electrons by phonons is not altered 
by the presence of a thermal current. That is, to a first 
approximation, the flux of phonons helps the "hot" electrons 
moving in the flow direction as much as it hinders "cold" 
electrons moving in the opposite direction, and thus 
electron-phonon drag phenomena has very little effect on the 
electronic heat current. The theoretical studies about this 
only Gurevich, et a l ., and the calculated value from their 
equation shows in Pig. 14, and is too small to compare with 
either electronic conductivity or even lattice conductivity.
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The measured values of electrical resistivity, p, are 
shown In Fig. 15* The Ideal resistivity pld = P~P0 » is 
shown in log-log plot in Fig. 16, where pQ is residual 
electrical resistivity. For this sample #17, pQ a 4.8 x 10“^ 
ft cm, which is within 2% of the same value deduced from 
residual thermal resistivity (see previous section). The 
temperature dependence of the ideal resistivity apparently
5
obeys the Bloch-Gurneisen T law at lower temperature. This
bending of the temperature dependence can be explained by the
Debye integral with a small cutoff of drag-compensation which
is about 15.7°K. This measured cutoff is in good agreement
with theoretical consideration (see section B) and with
20Long, et al., measurements.
In considering the ideal conductivity, the main con­
tribution comes from the more mobile carriers, i.e. the
holes. According to Wilson's theory, the ideal conductivity,
49
0id* is Siven by
3TrNh P N 2 , T t ®  h .
al
n5
= ~ n — 5—  (8l)a id id !6e2p S ^  ah @ h © D 5
The slope of p^d against T^ can be used to calculate the 
deformations potential. The experimental data yields the 
deformation potential of hole about 2.87 eV which is higher 
than the same quantity obtained by either thermal con­
ductivity or RFSE. This discrepancy may be due to the 
possibility that the experimentally determined coefficient
2I T
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- 4S=
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Pid has to be corrected from size effect before being
analyzed as a bulk coefficient. According to the work by
4
Aleksandrov, et al., on size effect in antimony the 
diffusive scattering of charge carrier against boundary of 
sample yields very strong size dependence. If one is allowed 
to use Dingle’s equation*^
<8 2 >
4 _ q  p
Aleksandrov, et_ al_., found that a p mX = 3.32 x 10 ^ ft cm 
and \  ~ 3.4 mm.
Using Eq. (82) and 1 = 3 . 4  mm, then the bulk ideal 
resistivity of sample #17 is about 52% of the measured value 
which yields the deformation potential about 2.1 eV. This 
value of deformation potential is more consistent with the 
other measurements. It is important to note that the thick­
ness does not influence the temperature dependence of the 
antimony.
The most important feature in ideal resistivity is the 
temperature dependence. As is noted elsewhere that the T 
law confirms carrier-phonon small angle scattering dominates 
the scattering mechanisms of charge carrier system. But 
electron-phonon large angle scattering is the only effective 
mechanism to yield electrical resistivity. Because the small 
angle scattering yields the thermal resistivity at low 
temperature, thus the ratio of that is, ideal
76
2
Lorenz number is given by a T law. Following Wilson’s
theory, the ideal thermal resistivity is written as 
1 B = 27Nh2e^ h 1 ( T 2^
^e^ld Yld 64Tr3kBpS52 ah <8> D <S) D 
* #
( ® h  2 T 2 2 © h  ® h  )x |J 5( - ^ )  + f  (gpO • (2tt2J5( - ^ )  -  J7(-r^ ))J  (83)
Therefore the ’’ideal" Lorenz number is given as
2
_ a e }id ~ T 4ir2 / T »2 eah 
- —z m - ^  —=r~ vid ala T o 3 ©  «
1 + f <a5r>2(2,r2' "i# r)
(81))
where ea h , e^h are the apparent deformations in electrical 
and thermal conduction. For lower temperature limit
<B> h
2( )^2 (2,2 . fziil'L 
3 ®  V  /
1 +
J5( T )
The Eq. (82) is thus written as
= i Z  ( f a v  (85)
Lo 3 ®  h e Xh
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) is from the difference of efficientlyThe term of (
scattering mechanisms between electrical and thermal con­
ductivity.
The measured value of L. ,Ai is shown in Pig. 17. Theid o
important features in this figure are that the "ideal"
starts to deviate from the quadratic dependence above that 
temperature.
This apparent deviation from the quadratic dependence 
of is due to the Debye integrals in both electrical and 
thermal conductivity with different cutoff temperatures.
The effective-scattering-Debye temperature (see Section C 
for detail) of the former is the one associated with the 
drag compensation. That of the latter is the one associated 
with the hole. Therefore, the ideal Lorenz number should be 
written as
very well.
As one noted in Section B, the mutual drag effect 
decreases the ideal resistivity and the apparent character­
istics of this effect appears in the effective-scattering- 
Debye-temperature. The observed value of effective-scatterlng-
Lorenz number is quadratic dependence of T below 2°K, and
(86)
where (2> h = 25°K and (§)  ^ = 15.7 K fit the experimental curve
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Debye-temperature of electrical resistivity is corresponding 
to the volume of phonons (in q-space) which are "enclosed" to 
both electron and hole, while the measured value of the 
cutoff of thermal resistivity is corresponding to the volume 
of phonons which is "enclosed" to hole. In other words, 
every hole-phonon scattering yields thermal resistivity, 
while only a part of hole-phonon scattering yield electrical 
resistivity. Those phonons which only scatter with hole will 
have the same drift velocity as the hole; therefore, those
44bphonon-hole scatterings are no longer resistive scatterings.
Finally, it will be worthwhile to mention another 
characteristic in zero field, the Wiedemann-Franz law. The 
"total" Lorenz number is shown in Fig. 18. The minimum 
which occurs at ~ 3.6°K characterizes the carrier-phonon 
intravalley scattering. The rising of L as temperature 
decreases below 3°K indicates the relative increase in the 
carrier-impurity or other elastic scattering mechanisms to 
play some non-negligible role; the increasing of L as 
temperature Increases from 4°K shows that the carrier-phonon 
scattering becomes more efficient In relation with the 
electrical resistivity determination.
Thermoelectric Power (TEP) at Zero Field
Direct measurement of the thermoelectric power (TEP)
was performed with W£ = w* = 3 2 = = ^he heat flow was
£
set along with bisectrix direction and W 1 = w 1 . Since using 
picovoltmeter system and the niobium superconductor potential
TOO
Fig. 
18
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leads, the longitudinal potential measurement would not be 
affected by the thermocouple effect from the potential leads 
even though there is a temperature difference between them. 
The temperature dependence of the TEP measured along the 
bisectrix axis at zero magnetic field within the helium 
temperature range is shown in Fig. 19* The data above 5°K 
is estimated from Bresler and Red'ko measurement'1'0 in the 
same orientation. The data of this measurement is in
EC
general agreement with other works. The important features 
in the TEP are the anomalous temperature dependence below 
3°K and the nearly cubic dependence above that temperature.
Owing to the lack of several important details such as 
the size effect, etc., the analysis of the TEP is limited to 
a qualitative discussion.
As one noted above the TEP is conventionally separated 
into two terms —  a "diffusive" term and a "drag" term.
Thus the TEP is usually written as
e(0) = ed (0) + eg (°) (86)
where ed is the "diffusive" term; in general, it is linearly 
dependent on T. e is the "drag" term which displays a
O
cubic dependence on T. So the previous equation can be 
rewritten as
e(0) = aT + bT^ (87)
(
M
/
A
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for lower temperature limit.
These two constants a and b can be obtained by plotting 
e(0)/T vis T 2 . For sample #17 (see Fig. 20) at T > 3°K
a * -.02 yV/(°K)2 b = .0157 yV/(°K)^
while below 3°K, the temperature dependence of the TEP 
apparently deviates from Eq. (87).
Above 3°K, the measured value e(0) .* .0157 T^ is 
almost entirely from "drag" term. In Section B the drag 
term is given by
, \3NkR m p r r T 6L.. 3L. 4 x
eg <°> ■ ?TcT j-55- [f K  -T- - «e-) ^ e dx
t T 2 x ex f T 2 x ex l l+ I „ Ot-Civ, —r--------- o “ at o ---  — —----q dx >
J ® !  h h L+ Cex-1) 6 e L- (e -1) 4
e e T- / a , N<
,i  (e -1)
(88)
As one will know in the section on thermal and electri­
cal magnetoresistance and lattice conductivity that au>>0 . 3 
6L2 3L3——  .v 1 — - ~ 1 as T > 3 K. Therefore the above equation 
L L~
can be simply rewritten as
® h ®e
°e(-r)
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where
@  T 3 f“T x^ex
) = 9Nk„ ( ~ ~ ) 5 — p dx (90)
e T B @ D J0 (e -1)
As stated before we are not able to make a quantitative 
analysis of e (0) because as a consequence of the size 
effect which we lack a detailed knowledge about cre (0), ^h (0), 
etc. But from the experimentally observed results for 
lattice conductivity, it has been concluded that the 
scattering of "enclosed” phonons by carriers begins to pre­
vail over all other scattering mechanisms of "enclosed" 
phonons system below 10°K. This effect is more pronounced 
in the helium temperature range. Due to the strong phonon- 
carrier interaction, the phonon drag on the carriers and 
their mutual drag effect would enhance the TEP of Sb below 
10°K on the one hand, and on the other hand due to the 
competition of the contribution from holes and electrons, 
the effect of drag-compensation would decrease the TEP. The 
measured value e = .0157 T J is therefore (due to compensa- 
tion) much smaller than the absolute values of either drag 
component of the TEP. But the increase of the TEP above 3°K 
and the maximum at T ^  8°K can be understood qualitatively 
from the phonon drag effect. This conclusion is indeed 
consistent with the observation of Nernst-Ettingshausen and 
Ettingshausen effects .
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Besides drag term, there is a "diffusive" term in the 
TEP. In general, the "diffusive" term of TEP for semimetals 
such as Bi and Sb, is generally given by
ae (0)e®(0) + ah (0)e£(0)
_ / n \ _   C _______ U ____________ ii
V 0 '- 0 ( 0 )  + a, (0)
0 h
where a (0) and s.* (0) are the appropriate electrical 
e,h a
conductivity and partial TEP of electron and hole 
respectively.
43
The partial TEP is expressed as
e
e,h = *2kBT . 8*n °e .h
d 3 e ± 9e e ^e,h
To a first order approximation one may use 
2 2
e . tt k^T
e®,h = — — ^—  (92)
3e-5e>h
With the values obtained by the above equation and the 
mobility ratio of cr^/Cg (see the section on magnetoresis- 
tance), ed (0) ~ .121 T which is not enough to interpret the 
negative value of constant a and the anomalous character of 
the TEP below 3°K. It Is apparent that there are several 
other factors included in the TEP below 3°K, such as 
diffusive size effect, the decreasing in frequency of phonon- 
hole scattering, etc. But the more important factors will 
be the competition of hole and electron contribution and
83
the so-called "phony phonon drag effect" which takes Into 
account the second order effect of the virtual phonon pro­
cess in the carrier-phonon and carrier-impurity scattering,
57
proposed by Nielsen and Taylor.
As we discussed in Section B, at a sufficiently low 
temperature, the phonon'will only span in a small q space 
such that those phonons are enclosed to both electron and 
hole. At such low temperature the first term of Eq. (88) 
will yield a negative value because
imp. 
'h h
~ i mp. 
e ae p
-v 4.5
(see the section on magnetoresistance), while
6L- 6(m£ )2|:h 1
OT+ ~ *n2 2 " 7
3L 3 (hi0 ) ee
Secondly, Nielsen and Taylor have predicted a tempera­
ture dependence of TEP which is similar to that predicted by 
phonon drag effect at low temperature. N-T theory is based 
on the second order effects of virtual phonon process in the 
carrier-phonon and carrier-impurity scattering. If one 
follows their equations, one would obtain a negative sign of 
TEP in antimony within the helium temperature range because 
the mobility of holes is higher than that of electrons.
8J4
Even though these considerations help to obtain a 
qualitative understanding of TEP, quantitive conclusion will 
require a more careful study.
Lattice Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of antimony exhibits several 
interesting features at low temperature. The electronic 
thermal conduction has been discussed in Section D of 
Chapter III. The lattice conductivity has another important 
feature which will be discussed here. Generally speaking, 
the fact that the strong magnetic field quenches the 
electronic conductivity allows the study of the lattice 
conductivity and its temperature dependence. With the 
application of magnetic field up to 20 kG, we have measured 
lattice conductivity from 4.4°K down to 1.3°K. The measured 
values are shown in Pig. 21. These values are in good agree­
ment with the values found by other investigators. We have 
measured the thermal magnetoresistance Y]_]_ in the region of 
intermediate fields in order to determine the electronic 
contribution which was found to be negligible compared to 
lattice conductivity above 10 kG.
Lattice conductivity has been studied by several 
authors.20*28,50 -£n an exhaustive investigation, Blewer,
pO
et a l . concluded:
1) The behavior of the lattice thermal conduction in 
the lowest range of temperature indicates that the main 
scattering of phonons is due to the electrons, whereas the
85
the enhancement In this conductivity above 1.4 K seems to be
related to the inability for the phonons with q > 2kp
(perpheral phonons) to be scattered by the electrons, and
the validity of a characteristic scattering Debye temperature
<g>* — i ©  is verified. 
qD
2) The deformation potential of electron-phonon inter­
action is about 1.8 eV If there is no distinction made 
between electron and hole, and between transverse and longi­
tudinal phonons.
3) The average cutoff temperature of electrons and 
holes is about 25°K.
In spite of this exhaustive investigation there are 
still several unsolved questions such as: the role of 3-
phonon normal scattering; the difference between the Inter­
action of carriers with transverse and longitudinal phonons; 
the difference between hole-phonon and electron-phonon 
scattering, etc. These problems have to be clarified in 
order to have a better understanding of the carrier-phonon 
drag effects.
The measured values of lattice conductivity of this 
study is shown in Pig. 21 plotted as a function of tempera­
ture, while the exponent of the temperature dependence of A
o
is shown in Pig. 22. It can be seen that the lattice
conductivity is very strongly temperature dependent, varying 
4 R
as T in the region 2.2 to 4.5 K. This exponent decreases 
with decreasing temperature until it reaches the value 2 at
85a
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about 1.4°K. Thus, the lattice conductivity turns into a 
quadratic dependence on T below l.^°K. This quadratic 
dependence characterizes the predominance of the carrier- 
phonon scattering, while the strong temperature dependence 
of the lattice conductivity above 1.4°K is due to the 
peripheral phonon-isotope and peripheral phonon-boundary 
scatterings plus some peripheral phonon-all phonon scattering.
Generally, the interpretation of lattice conductivity 
starts from Callaway’s phenomenological theory in which 
the relaxation effect from the three-phonon normal process 
is taken into account. Let be the relaxation frequency 
due to the three phonon normal process and t "*’1' be the 
combined resistive scattering frequency of phonon by other 
processes such as phonon-boundary, phonon-carrier, phonon- 
isotope and phonon-phonon Umklapp process. According to 
the theory, the lattice conductivity is given by
87
and
f r t x.T q :
a = |  N___  x e
3 J /- x -* T + T._ (G —
-g- dx
O (e*-! )2
Thus the total lattice conductivity will depend sensitively
-1 -1 -1 -1 upon the relative magnitudes of and t . If t n >> t
(t<<t~^) we have the regime of strong (weak) mixing.
To study the contribution of the peripheral phonon to
P fi
the heat conduction, one may use Blewer’s estimate of the 
enclosed phonon contribution and write
x i = x „ - x t n (9*0
g g g
en
where X = lattice conductivity due to enclosed phonon 
is about .40 T^J^C® and ©  ^
is taken 29°K.
-1 -1 -1 -1If one assumes that t.t << t = t . + t . where phonon-N iso. b
isotope scattering,
TIso. = “ 4 x 10" 23 ^ u / s ) ,  x = gsa ,
and phonon-boundary scattering
-1 _ w o ..Tv = b K .8 x 10u 1/S ,
then from the weak-mixing equation for peripheral phonons
p
X , is given by
O
^  *
with<H) 2 identified by the first type cutoff (see Section of
P
Chapter III) . The calculated term X yields values for
g
P fin. o
X = X + X which above 2.5 K exceed the measured value as 
g g g
can be seen in Fig. 21. To match the experimental values 
below 2.5°K the cutoff temperature (H) * ~ 24°K was chosen.
p
Equation (95) shows that lattice conductivity X , will
o
increase exponentially. This, of course, is different from
what is observed. The "temperature exponent" of the lattice
d An X
conductivity temperature dependence, d ^  can be deter­
mined experimentally through a special procedure and is shown 
in Fig. 22. This exponent reaches a maximum value of 2.5°K 
and thus may suggest that strong mixing of the phonon may 
not be negligible above T ~ 2.5°K.
• To our knowledge there is no direct measurement indi­
cating the strong-mixing in the phonon system of antimony.
59However, the second sound observation-^ in bismuth found that 
the three-phonon normal processes scattering frequency is
li h
about i|.5 x 10 T 1/s. If one assumes that the 3-phonon 
normal scattering of antimony has the same frequency as that
of the bismuth, we could expect a strong mixing of phonon
system above T 3°K, indeed for x^1 = 3*7 x 10^ 1/s at 
T a 3°K, while x”1 = .8 x 106 1/s and x ^ 0 ~ 2.62 x 106 1/s
at q = 1.6 x 10^ 1/cm for q = 2kp ~ 1.6 x 10^ 1/cm.
(1)U
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With the assumption of strong-mixing in phonon system
p
the lattice conductivity, X is then given by
o
(96)
The measured values X above 2.5°K are found to match
g
the values X** + Xen where X^ are calculated with Eq. (9 6 ) 
g g g
u s i n g ®  * * 24°K.
We note also that the observed value of (B> are 
different from that measured in N-E and E effects (see the 
section on Nernst-Ettingshausen effect), even though they 
correspond to the same phonon cutoff. The explanation is 
that the predominant heat carriers of peripheral phonons are 
those phonons with the smaller wave vector values which have 
small phonon-isotope scattering frequencies. Therefore, with 
more weight being given to those smaller wave vector phonons 
would yield a smaller cutoff. On the other hand, the important 
energy carriers of enclosed phonon dragged by the electron 
and hole are those phonons with maximal wave vector or 
maximal specific heat. The weight being on the larger wave 
vector will yield a corresponding larger cutoff temperature 
(see Section C ) .
90
The measured values of X of this study below l.M°K
g
also shows a nearly quadratic temperature dependence (see 
Fig. 21). It is in agreement with Blewer, et_ a l . , measure­
ment. This quadratic dependence indeed displays the pre­
dominance of carrier-phonon scattering in the phonon system. 
However, according to the estimation from Blewer, et_ a l . , 
the deformation potential of carrier from this enclosed 
phonon conduction is lower than those obtained from the 
electrical or electronic thermal conduction. The likely 
explanation may be found in the distinction between longi­
tudinal phonon-carrier interaction and transverse-phonon 
interaction. The former which is the stronger interaction 
yields the electrical and electronic thermal resistances.
The latter which is weaker interaction dominates in the 
lattice conduction (see the Appendix G). This difference 
between longitudinal and transverse phonons should appear in 
other transport coefficients.
Thermal and Electrical Magnetoresistance
It is not easy to measure carrier thermal magneto- 
resistance in the high magnetic field limit because of a big 
reduction of electronic thermal conduction due to magnetic 
field and of a large lattice conduction. The carrier thermal
conductivity X is the difference X = X-X . Since saturation 0 0 £■)
(X << X ) occurs at a relative small field, X^ is measurable e g  e
only over a rather limited field range. The result of the 
thermal magnetoconductivity, X ^ ( H )  = (X-^ 1 (H))T - X , 
is shown in Fig. 23 for temperature dependence
X
e(
H=
3K
G)
(
90a
E
o
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Fig. 23
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and in Pig. 24 for typical field dependences, where 
(Xh (H))t is the measured value of longitudinal thermal con­
ductivity at magnetic field H. The thermal magnetoresistance 
shows an apparent quadratic field dependence, and there is 
no evidence of "diffusion size effect" (such as occurred in 
electrical magnetoresistance). Since under longitudinal 
temperature gradient, the electron and hold tend to drift 
transversely in opposite directions; there are no reasons 
for a "diffusive concentration gradient" to exist. One may 
interpret thermal magnetoresistance in a straightforward
manner in terms of Sondheimer-Wilson theory as modified by
IQ 20
Grenier, et_ al. * The thermal magnetoconductivity,
X n ( H )  is then given by
a*H. a,H..
Xin(H) = L nec T(- p - - p  + -ffi) (97)
11 0 H +Hf H +Hr,
A e Ah
with the aid of Righi-Leduc effect A12 (H)
A-i p(H) = L nec TH(— p----- p^-p") (98)
l d  0 H +Hr. H +H^
Ah Ae
where
Q p P P
L is the Lorenz number or 2.45 x 10“ (J /coul K ) 
o
19 3n is the carrier concentration 5.45 x 10 * 1/cm
H, = m#c/e t , with t ,, the relaxation time of the 
A A A
carrier in thermal conduction.
= 2 J K
H 2 0  
T = 4.2K
I02
• ° 3 Fig. 24 I04 H(G)
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In particular, as H = 0, Eq. (97) becomes
a a,
X0 = X^CO) = Lq nec T(gS- + gS-) (99)
a e Xh
From Eqs. (97), (98), and (99) we can obtain H^e, H^h , ae
and a. (a and a. are anisotropic parameters, and are 
ii ^ n
independent of temperature).
The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 25
as H^e vis in Fig. 26 as vis . Following Wilson's
2iq
theory, y h is given by
HXe,h = HXe,h + HXe,h
and H? . is residual saturated field;
A6 jll
..id . aL0Nnh2ee ( T )3 j (® e ) {1 + T .2 , 2ir2 i V t 1 , , 
Xe - J5(~ ) U  + 2 VST*’ 1 3 3 , 1 }32ire52pS @ D 5 ® e ©
J5( T )
(100)
Hid _ Xh "
9LQNnh2e^ 
64 ireg^ pS © D
V '
<8>
L) {i + 2 fcnr>2 [
© h
2tt
3
i V '
hN
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The slope of against T^ yields the deformation for 
electron about 3.0 eV and the bending of the curve of
<B> *
displays the characteristics of Debye Integral with
the second type cutoff (see Section C of Chapter III and
Pig. 25) and ©  ~ 28.5°K, close to the calculated value
30.8°K.2® The cutoff t e m p e r a t u r e , © *  for H ^  is about
26°K. The apparent discrepancy between observed values of
cutoff and the theoretically calculated values is not clear
yet. However, it may be due to the anisotropic scattering
and non-parabolic dispersion of carrier distributions.
It will be worthwhile knowing the thermal mean free path
of electron, and comparing the values obtained by thermal
53
magnetoresistance measurement and by RFSE. If one is 
allowed to use isotropic model, the MFP of electron, there­
fore is given by
( V t  = 6 4 (om) (102)
O (S' p
T 3 J 5( - ^ )
where(R)* = 28.5°K, while it is given by the RFSE33 as
U e )T = 4 ^  (cm) (103)
Table IV shows the numerical values of mean free paths of 
electron due to the electron-phonon small angle scattering 
at various temperatures. The discrepancy at the lower 
temperature is not clear yet. It might be due to the
94
difference in extrapolation of the measured values.
Table IV
The Mean Free Path of an Electron (cm)
T This Work 
Transport Property
Gantmakher
RFSE
1.5 
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
.153
.065
.034
.021
.015
.011
.098
.055
.035
.024
.018
.014
The measured values of magnetoresistance for sample #17 
are shown in Fig. 8 plotted as in function of temperature at 
H = 20 kG and in Fig. 27 plotted as a function of magnetic 
field at T ~ 4.22°K. In Fig. 8, curve D shows the adiabatic 
magnetoresistance, curve A shows the isothermal magneto­
resistance, while curves E and F present the magnetoresistances 
measured when sample was in the liquid helium bath. The 
details of size, surface effects and field dependence have 
been discussed in Chapter I. In this section we will study 
the carrier-phonon scattering and drag effects in the bulk 
magnetoresistance.
The magnetoresistances of semimetals, such as Sb and Bi,
42
have been theoretically studied by Gurevich, et al. and 
48
Kagan, et_ a l . Kagan, et al., have come to the theoretical 
conclusion that "in case of compensated metals with closed 
Fermi surfaces, the magnetic field itself produces a unified
I0’1 T
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drift of electrons and holes, which in turn stimulates 
phonon drift. The stronger the phonon dragging the less 
effective the scattering and the larger the transverse 
resistance. Thus, dragging can manifest itself in magneto­
resistance of all metals with closed Fermi surfaces." If 
one assumes that the dragging efficiency is unity, the 
electron-phonon scattering should have' no contribution to 
the magnetoresistance, thus one should have magnetoresistance 
independent of temperature because the main contribution to 
magnetoresistance is from carrier-impurity scattering which 
does not depend on temperature. The isothermal magneto­
resistance in Fig. 28 shows a slight temperature dependence 
(at least compared with the zero field resistivity). This 
arises because the dragging efficiency is not one hundred 
per cent, even though the efficiency is still about 90$ or 
even higher in antimony. As one noted in the section on 
lattice conductivity, the total scattering frequency of 
"enclosed" phonons arises almost entirely from phonon- 
carrier scattering. Therefore, the calculated efficiency,
(t"1)
Y  = Pe
(T-1)
^  'total
should be nearly unity.
The drag effect cannot be "turned off" in a natural 
system, even if the system is under the adiabatic conditions 
The transverse drift of holes and electrons exerts force on
P. 
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the enclosed phonons and thereby creates a transverse con­
centration gradient of enclosed phonons, that Is, a gradient 
of temperature appears. This in turn gives rise to a return
diffusive heat flow, A-G,,, in which peripheral as well as
6
enclosed phonons may participate. Thus even under adiabatic 
conditions, dragging of enclosed phonons still occurs because 
the return heat flow due to the peripheral phonons cancels 
this "drag heat" current, this situation can be seen by 
reference to Eq. (75) in the section on theoretical considera­
tion of transport coefficients.
Based on the above picture and Eq. (75) with the known
values of Ae n , X , C (specific heat of carrier) and C g g* e g
(specific heat of enclosed phonon), one can obtain the term
of magnetoconductivlty Ccjg^p)^^ due to the electron-phonon
interaction in antimony. The calculated values of
are shown in Pig. 29 plotted as a function of temperature.
It is obvious that (de_p)-L-j_ still obeys Bloch-Gurneisen T^
law. (a ),, deviates from T^ law at T ~ 2.6°K. The slope 
ep 11
c
of (a ),, against T at lowest temperature gives the 
op 11
deformation potential approximately 2.9 eV for electron.
This observed value seems to match with the value deduced 
from thermal conductivity. The cutoff of (crep);Q •5Ls about
_ o q
26°K which is lower than the expected value 30.8 K. It 
may be due to the estimation without including the detailed 
scattering mechanisms for phonons.
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Finally, the Wiedemann-Franz law and the Lorenz number 
are also interesting in this study. The effective Lorenz 
number which is defined as
, - H«  - , °11(H)T 
n " HXe - L o x ^ T s r
is shown in Fig. 30. Curve A shows the observed value with 
skin effect; curve B displays the bulk values of Ln ; curve C 
presents the bulk values of Ln in the non-drag limit. One 
can obviously see the difference between curves B and C,
j  j
which is due to the difference of H in both cases. Theoe
ideal Lorenz number which is defined as
rrid
T id _oe
n " h “Xe
is shown in Fig. 31. The interesting feature is the quadratic 
dependence of temperature. This quadratic dependence con­
firms that the small angle scattering mechanism dominates 
the thermal magnetoresistance and yields the electrical
z-\ # o
magnetoresistance. The slope yields the (H) about 25 K.
The comparison of specimens from two different sources 
is of limited value; but the comparison of the ideal parts 
is useful because the ideal parts are the intrinsic properties 
(of antimony). There is not enough data to do this compari­
son, the following is Just showing the residual mobility 
ratio and the asymptotic ratio of the ideal part from
T(K)
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several different measurements.
Table V
Rao, et al. & ~ h c
T Bresler, et al. Bogod Long This Work
4.2°K - I.l6xl02 mks 5.6 xlO2 15.87xl02^  9*6lxl02
Ue .20 .56 3.09 .88
Mh
R = ~  5.8 10 5.16 10.88
Me
2.1°K 1.26 10.5 17.24 12.29
.21 .56 3.36 2.63
R 6 18.8 5.16 4.68
1.6°K 1.26(2) 17.54 12.76
.22 3.40 2.94
R 5.73 5.16 4.34
(1) at 4.0°K
(2) at 1.7°K
(3) only for 4.0°K, see Ref. 10
(4) Ref. 3
(5) Ref. 20
The ratio of mobility between hole and electron is 
another important feature to study scattering mechanism. It 
was found that the ratio decreases as temperature approaches 
zero. It can be understood that the dominant mechanism at 
lower temperature range is electron-impurity scattering in
99
Iiq
which the mean free path of carrier can be written as
i = £ PsPtu st (ion)
* Nh st s r st
where P^  ^ is the concentration of atoms besides antimony of
type i. In one sample with homogeneous purity, the term of
interaction E P P^U . should be a constant and independent 
st
of temperature. Therefore the mobility of carrier at the 
impurity scattering range is
_ e Z1 fl \2 ai
"  3 T  a V  T K J 7
i P mi f 1
(Jp) ~ 5.0 
for isotropic case and
A )  - 3.8
e
for anisotropic scattering.
It was found that the mobility ratio for impurity 
scattering limit is about 4.3. This value is lower than the 
expected value by 15%* should this discrepancy be due to the 
anisotropic scattering at residual scattering limit and 
boundary scattering. It was also found that as temperature 
increases, the mobility ratio increase and this ratio should 
match with the ratio of ideal part. The ratio for ideal 
part is about 10, the difference between observed value and
theoretical expectation is because of the drag effect in 
ideal conductivity and (because) of the difference of the 
volume (in k-space) of the Fermi surfaces for electron and
hole .
Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettlngshausen Effects
From the viewpoint of studying electron-phonon simple 
drag and mutual drag effects, the Nernst-Ettingshausen and 
Ettingshausen effects at high field limit are the two most 
important transport coefficients. Direct measurements of 
the adiabatic Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettingshausen
coefficients <,n’2 i> are shown Fig* 6 in Chapter I. The
size and surface effects have been also discussed in that 
section. We will discuss the detailed properties of bulk 
kinetic coefficient and in this section.
Nernst-Ettingshausen coefficient has been studied
OC\ oQ ■} rj
by Long, et. a l ., Blewer, et a l ., and Bresler, et al., 
at liquid helium temperature. Blewer, al ., formulated
a simple equation for this coefficient related to the
electronic density of states and lattice specific heat, which
is consistent with the one derived from both Guenault's
60
"current balance" model and the "energy transfer" model 
(see Appendix H ) . Their equation is
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where
Zq Is the electronic density of states
HD is the Debye temperature
N Is the number of atoms In a unit volume
Y is the "drag efficiency"
More generally, Eq. (105) should be rewritten as
_ A f c r  9N (_T_,2 ® 1 >  . g.
3H [Zo  + V k B ® D @ D * *
This bulk coefficient is seen to involve not only the 
electronic specific heat but also 1/3 of the specific heat 
of those phonons which are capable of interacting with 
carriers by means of the normal process (see Pig. 11). The 
cutoff temperature of -^s therefore identified with the 
first type cutoff (see Section C ) . The coefficient of
and its transformation from e21 = a 22e21^11* have been
discussed in more detail in Chapter I. Let’s note that the 
calculated value ls not corresponding to
the bulk one. However, the calculated value = <a1j><rr2 1> 
X is corresponding to the bulk one, which we will discuss 
further.
The calculated values of effective electronic density of 
states,
y9N T 2 <E> I
Zoff = Z + -5-------  ( - M  Jh(-ifr-) y
eff 0 kg (§) D © d  T
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from Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettlngshausen coefficients 
along with the data from Long, et a l ., Blewer, et_ a l ., and 
C r o s b y ^  are shown in Pig. 32.
The analysis of our data on by using the above 
Eq. (106) yields the values
ZQ = .731 x 1033 erg”^cm”^
(§)D = (221 + 2.0)°K assuming y = .95
© *  « 29°K .
_  *
The effective Debye temperature(g) is in agreement
with the expected scattering cutoff. The assumption y = .95
is made in agreement with the predominance of the phonon-
carrier scattering found in the lattice conduction. As a
consequence the value for ©  ^  is found almost in agreement
6 2
with the value obtained from specific measurement ; even 
though the 5% excess value may be significant. The value 
found for ZQ is also of the order expected from the specific 
heat measurement, but it is difficult to dismiss the more 
than 20% discrepancy between these values.
There are a number of possible reasons for this apparent 
difference.
1. The accuracy of the measurement of Ettlngshausen 
effect is less than that of the Nernst-Ettinghausen effect
102a
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because of basic experimental difficulties, thus a possi­
bility of large error in extrapolation is made from these 
data.
2. The isotropic approximation in the electron and 
phonon distributions might arise this discrepancy even to
28
first order of approximation. In a quadratic approximation, 
one should expect that Eq. (106) would hold.
3. The N-E and Ettlngshausen effect would depend on
the bare mass of the electron, whereas the specific heat mass
is that of the quasi particle or dressed electron, therefore 
m b eZ = Z v . — expected to be smaller than the
o sp.ht. rn ^ *q .p.
specific heat density of states. Following the theoretical
m -m.
estimate, the relative increase a = ° 1— - is given by
b.e.
e2(}n (^F)
a s --- 2 * 1  (107)
pS^
where e is the deformation potential, GQ (?p ) the density of 
states, p the density and S the velocity of sound. A 
numerical estimate yields a - 3% or less, a value confirmed
go
by the cyclotron mass experiments of Herrod, et. al.
64
Other estimates using the measured value a for Cu together 
with the ratio of the proper parameters between copper and 
antimony yield a < 4$, in agreement with other estimates, 
but these numbers are all too small to account for the 20# 
discrepancy.
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4. A more likely reason for the discrepancy in Zq and
(H) D can be, in addition to anisotropy, the different contri­
butions of the transverse and longitudinal phonons. These 
differences appear to be responsible for some of the 
apparently different values obtained for the deformation 
potentials (see Appendix G ) . The transverse phonons inter­
act more weakly with the carriers than do the longitudinal 
phonons and may have a smaller y (drag efficiency). They 
have a smaller ©  D and a larger specific heat, and the 
competitive contribution of both longitudinal and transverse 
phonons in the drag may yield a more complex behavior than 
predicted in Eq. (106).
5. Another likely reason for the apparent discrepancy 
found for.these values may also be due to an overestimation 
of the surface current; and it will be worthwhile to study, 
with improved accuracy, the influence of the surface current 
in relation to Ettingshausen and N-E effects.
In conclusion, the N-E measurement presents a strong 
simple drag effect; the Ettinghausen measurement shows a 
strong mutual drag effect. The determination of effective 
electronic density of states from the bulk coefficients of 
both effects displays lower than that obtained from specific 
heat measurements. The explanation of this discrepancy is 
not clear, and there are several factors which should be 
investigated carefully.
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APPENDIX A 
Equations of Damaged Layer Model
As is noted in Chapter I the basic assumptions for the
damaged layer model have been made. In this appendix we
will derive several equations of the effective transport 
coefficients based on those assumptions (see Chapter I).
As used in Chapter I, <5^ , allsy and ^ z 5 allsz are the 
thicknesses and electrical conductivities of the damaged 
layers perpendicular to y- and z-axis respectively (see 
Pig. 1 in Chapter I). We will calculate the effective 
transport coefficients within the first order approximation 
of 6y/b and 6z/c or V allsy and ab/ollsz.
(i) Electrical Magnetoconductivities <CTii> an<3 < a 2 2 ' > 
The kinetic equations of transport properties have 
been listed in E q . (1) of Chapter I, which are written as
J = a g# _ e»3 (Ala)
ft* = -TT"ft* + X'-'ft. (Alb)
For isothermal transverse conductivity measurement,
(•} = 0. In case of antimony with magnetic field along high 
symmetry axis, we can neglect Hall coefficient, that is,
Eg = 0 and E^ = 0. If we assume there are no end effects 
for simple consideration, then the electrical current 
densities through bulk and layers are given by:
11&
 
1—I a llbE l (A2a)
J lsy CTllsyEl (A2b)
^lsz = allszEl (A 2 c )
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but 26.. 26„ 26., 26 z
< ■v * J ib(1- - b ^ k i -  - r W l a s - J * i l z - T
with
so
< J l* * ° H >E
or
26 26 
< a u >*, alb+ ’V !‘(allsy-0llb)+ ~ (oiisz"°llb)
/ O n \  26 26 a,, „
= 1+ _1)+ _ 1}> (A3) 
lib D lib c lib
Equation (A3) can be easily obtained by just considering
five conductors in parallel.
F o r < ^ 22 > calculation, we will follow the same
assumptions made in the above, except that the electrical
field along y-axis is no longer homogenous. Assume the
electric gradient E 2 in y-layers is E?J and in bulk and the 
2
z-layers is E 2 , then the electrical current densities are:
(A4a)
(A4b)
(A4c)
The continuity equation also gives
26 26
= J„. (1---- -)+J0 — -2 2sy 2b c 2sz c
or
IIOJ
•“3 r-,2
° 2 2 b  2
^2sz a22szE 2
1
J 2sy a22sy 2
(A5)
1 26 2 
a22syE 2 = ^ff22b + ^ cr22sz"*a22b ^ _c~^E 2 *
The effective conductivity 4 ^ 2 2 ^  defined as
< J 2 > = < a 2 2 v E
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where
so
p 26 
E 2 = E 2 (1- b
< a ^ a 22b+(a22sz a22b) c
22 26z
n , ,a22b+(o22sz"a22b)_c“  ^ 2<5y
l+(----------   D “b
22sy
or 26
or
< ^ > °  2 ? b v " sz zi r c
1+(S
a22sz 26z1 + (_££SZ _ ^ —
< g22 > =  a22b________
a22b -l + (^ 22b_ _
22sy
(A6)
The other effective transport coefficients which are 
modified by the damaged layer currents can be obtained in 
the same way.
(ii) Nernst-Ettingshausen Coefficient < £ ^ 1  ^
The performance o f < e2l> to measure the transverse 
potential as longitudinal heat current is applied to the 
sample under the adiabatic condition, i.e. W2 = 0.
< e 2> < e 2 >
< e21> = < W 7 >  =  X <G,> »
1 g 1
as sketched in Pig. 1 in Chapter I. Suppose the electric
field in the damaged layer along the y-axis is E2 , and that
2
in the bulk part or z-layers is E 2> The kinetic equation
(1) gives:
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where
3 2  ~ ° 2 2 E 2 “ £21G 1
E ± = 0, G2 = 0, E3 = G 3 = 0.
Considering in a y-z plane, J 2 is a function of (y,z).
G^ is homogeneous everywhere in this plane, so is e^i*
Therefore, according to the condition of measurement I2 = 0 
So,
J 2b = C22bE 2 " e21G l (A7a)
J 2sz = ° 2 2 s z E 2  “ E21G1 (A7b)
J 2sy = °22syE2 ~ e21Gl (A7c)
or
and
since
thus
26z 2
ta22b + c (a22sz " a22b)]E2 = e21Gl
CT22syE 2 = e21G l
, 26 , 2 6  
< E 2 > = E 2 (1 - -rgL) +
! + 5 L ( ! 2 2 b _  . 1}
<e. > = e .   a^ V ____
< e21> 2«, °22s « „
C a22b
or
< e21> _ a22b 
e21 <a22>
(A8)
The calculation for < e-j^ is slmllar to the previous
one, and ^ e j ^ ^ i s  given by
, . allb< e 0 > = e , ~ — ------
s 12 12 <CTn >
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or
K4 ^  - <A9)
12 < 01 1 >
(iii) Ettingshausen Coefficient <
The Ettingshausen coefficient <^ 2 1 * Is measured 
directly under the conditions with the applied
electrical current along the bisectrix axis. Since 
Righi-Leduc effect is so small that there is no measurable 
transverse temperature difference, even the stray heat 
current along the 1-axis may be large. Hence 
yields < ^2i> *
According to kinetic equations, we can write down these 
six equations for bulk and layers electrical as well as 
thermal current densities as
J lb = allbE l " e12G 2 (A10a)
J lsy = allsyE l " e12G2 (A10b)
J Isz = allszE l " e12G 2 (AlOc)
W 2b = _7r21E l + X22bG 2 (AlOd)
W 2sy = _7T21E 1 + A22syG2 (AlOe)
W 2sz = _1T21E1 + X 2 2 s z G 2 (AlOf)
where is the temperature gradient in the bulk or z-layers.
p
Gg is the temperature gradient in the y-layers (see Pig. 1 
in Chapter I). E^ is homogeneous, E 2 =E 2 =G1=G 2  = 0 (neglect 
Joule heating and Thomson effect).
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As is noted in the condition of measurement,
26* 26 
W2b(1 - — } + W 2sz —  = 0
IaL  = 0. 2sy
Thus
l "Si5 !
G* = ---------26   (A11)
X tt 4.____2 / , II _ , It \
22b c  ^ 22sz 22b 
p 'ITpnE n
G? = (A12)
 ^ 22sy
, 26 9 26
< G2 > = G 2 (1’- + g 2
26
\ tt 4. ( \ II _ \ tl X___1L
< G2 > - w5lE 22s? XW - » 2 g ..- (A13)
111 rx" + ( xn -_____ 1__ —1
22sy 22b ^A22sz A22b; c J
Substitute Eqs. (All) and (A12) into kinetic equations, we 
obtain
or
26
c» ir" X" ( X " - X "  X y
r t - r ft 1 2 2 1 r 2 2 sy -  ^A2 2b A2 2 s y; b
< Ji> - { an  - x^:~L—  26— <•A14)
2 2 sy ,tt , /• t. i» _ 5,11 \__ z
2 2 b 2 2 sz 2 2 b c
Therefore
26v~.n x" _ x ” X * -
21 t 2 2 sy 2 2 b 2 2 sy/ _b_x
< 7r2;L > C 26z ;
11 2 2 sy ^2 2 b+(X 2 2 sz“X2 2 b ) c
26 ,
X" +CX" -X" )______”
,, 1 2 2 1 r 2 2 sy 2 2b A2 2 s.y; b ni
t1- x" a L 26 J
22sy 11 ,11 j-Cx" x” X —
2 2 b 2 2 sz 2 2 b c
As is noted that
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e "  tt!'
« = x a. 12 2 }  
a nn(H)’
X" = X_ +
"11
since
e12TT21 gjl ~ °11
- x»20ll - - °11
then X is very small. Thus
° n b
The Eq. (Al4) also gives
26
_» _ti r "xf' + (x ” x” x y -i
. a . . 12 21 22S.V 22b 22sy' b J
< 0 ll> = <on > -   -
y rx” + (x11 - x ” x — 1
22b 22sz 22b c J
(A16)
ii 22b
Therefore
' ° 1 1 '  " < u l l '  " U 11 " “ 11
< erf, > - < a, > = a?, - a,, (A17)
which also follows the assumption that
26 26 z
1 1 ? 11b llsy “lib' b v“llsz "lib7 c
26 26 . a . _ a , a a v_y , , a a x z
< a ll> 11 llsy” lib b (allsz lib c *
Equation (A17) leads directly to the conclusion which has 
been discussed in great detail in Chapter I
< P n >  " < Pi!> P n  - Pii.
— T w  = ( A 1 8 )
Equation (Al8) has been discussed in detail in Chapter I.
APPENDIX B 
Thermal Conductivity Measurement
In this investigation we use three methods to measure 
thermal conductivity. They are designated: "absolute"
method, potentiometric method and so called "6Q" method.
(i) "Absolute" method, which follows the definition 
of thermal conductivity, is given this designation because 
the temperature difference is the absolute temperature of 
the resistance thermometers. This method may be less 
reliable because it involves the uncertainties of two 
calibrations.
(ii) Potentiometric method is a more reliable method 
in measuring the thermal conduction. It involves first 
passing a heat current, Cl, through the specimen giving rise 
to the temperature distribution in the specimen shown 
schematically by the "Q'on" curve in Pig. Bl. The resis­
tances R1 (T1) and R2 (T2 ) are noted. After the main heater 
is turned off, then the auxiliary heater is turned on and 
adjusted so that is reproduced, the temperature
distribution is the straight line designated by <T^> in 
Pig. Bl. ^ 2 ^ lriV  ^ iS als0 n oted* From these two readings, 
R2 (T2 ) and R 2(<T£ ), and using calibration curve R 2(T), we 
can determine the temperature difference AT = T2 - < 7 -^ . 
This method has one advantage over (i) in that only one 
calibration curve R 2(T) is used. In general, T^ j* < T^> , 
the difference between them is usually no more than a few
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tenths of a mK and the correction to the value of AT Is 
made with R^(T) calibration curve. We can also determine 
AT by using the auxiliary heater to raise the temperature 
of the specimen to < and the computation procedure is as 
above. The difference of (AT) from these determinations is 
less than 0.1 mK, which is less than 0.5%'of the temperature 
difference, AT.
(iii) The last method called "6Q" method involves a 
rather extended procedure and analysis. The equations of 
this method will be discussed in the next appendix. This 
method is most useful for samples with high conductivities. 
In these situations, methods (i) and (ii) are less reliable 
because AT is very small and the mean temperature <T> rises 
markedly above the bath temperature T . First, one has to 
adjust the electrical currents passing through every Wheat­
stone bridge element, which includes 2 carbon resistors as 
thermometers and 2 decade resistors boxes so that the output 
voltage of this bridge (or the difference of the voltages 
across two thermometers) is constant for a small step change 
of specimen temperature raised by the auxiliary heater.
Then after the resistor currents have been adjusted so that 
there is no change in the bridge voltage (see Fig. Cl) with 
the stepping of the auxiliary heater, several small heat 
currents, 6Q, are applied to the sample and the changes of 
the bridge voltage noted. The slope of unbalanced voltage 
against the heat current is proportional to the thermal
123
*
resistivity. From the calibration curve of the carbon 
resistor and the balance conditions of the bridge, one will 
obtain some parameters which will be discussed in the next 
appendix. With the parameter A*, and the slope, m, one 
gets the thermal resistivity of sample, yT ,
m a
y T  -  A *  L
where a is the cross section of the sample, L is the length
between two thermometers. If at any temperature we assume
-n . d £n yT
Yrp « T , then n = fln "T* a temPera'ture difference,
T 2 - T^, be established by a heat current, Q. Then if the
currents through the resistors (thermometers) varied so that
a step by the auxiliary heater produces a null change in the
bridge voltage,. then
B*< T>
n ~ a *(t 2-t 1)
(Tp+T,)
where < T )  = --- -^---. This equation is justified in the
next appendix.
£
The carbon resistors used in this investigation are Allen- 
Bradley 50 1/10 W. The calibration curves were fit Clement- 
Quninel formula for three different temperature regions 
(i.e. 4.2 K-3.2 K; 3.2 K-2.3 K; 2.1 K-1.2 K ) . The RMSD is 
always less than 0.5 mK for the calibration temperatures.
APPENDIX C 
Bridge Equations
In Appendix B we described the procedures for measuring 
thermal conductivity including the "6Q" method which uses a 
resistance bridge. In this appendix this method will be 
analyzed in detail.
Heat flow is usually assumed to follow the equation:
| = X ( T ) f  (01)
where Q is the heat current; a is the area of cross section 
of sample; A(T) is thermal conductivity.
L e t ’s assume that y(T) = 1/\(T), where y(T) is thermal 
resistivity, thus
i  ■ ^<T > !• <0 2 >
The "<5Q" method is employed in this investigation to
compliment the standard methods (i) and (ii) of Appendix B.
It is used when the sample conductance is very high, say 
greater than that of the auxiliary heater mounting. The 
value of thermal resistivity obtained is associated with 
the bath temperature T , thus the ”6Q" method enables the 
determination of y at temperature O.f* to O.f* lower than the 
conventional methods.
The thermometer reqistors and Rg are elements of a 
Wheatstone bridge shown schematically in Pig. Cl. R£ and 
RZ, are adjustable resistors. The null detector (Keithley
12H
D
R .
R
Pig.
-W W W
Ro
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1^7 nanovoltmeter) Is assumed to have infinite input 
impedance. The loop currents flowing in the bridge system 
are 1^ and I2< From Kirchhoff’s law, one will obtain
e = (Rc + Ri + R p ^  + R0I2
e = R In + (R_ + R 0 + Ri)I0 . o 1 o 2 2 2
(C 3)
If the voltage drop across R^ is V-^ , across R 2 is V 2 , 
therefore
V 2 - V 1 “ I2R2 - V l  ( 0 H )
where
therefore
e(R2+R£) e(R1+R|)
II = ^ , I1 = g
A = R0 (R1+R^+R2+ R p  + (R1+R^)(R2+RJ)
V 2-Vi = f(R2R{ - R ^ )
(C5)
the variation of V 2 - with respect to temperature is 
more interesting than V 2 - itself, and
V V1
6 ( V 2-V i } = f ( R { 6 R 2 " R 2 6 R 1 ) " - 'a-- ^
6 A <SR1'f<SR2
for a simple case with R q >> R 1 ,R2 R + R t+R +R
where
6 (V 2 - V,) = i2 6R2 - 1-lSR-l (C6)
(v 2-v 1) r 2
il = Ilal + R 1+R^+R2+R^ a l = R 2+R^ ( c 6 a )
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(V2"V 1 ) R i
1 2 = I2a 2 " Rj+Rj+Rg+RJ a2 = f^+Rj^ (C6b)
The resistances of thermometers may be expressed by Taylor 
expressions at the reference temperature T^ and T2 and at 
a constant magnetic field,
3R-. p i 8 R, p o
6R1,2 = ( 3T* \  (<ST1,2^ + 2 ( „m23 (6T1,2) +,,,‘
1,2 di 1,2
Then
6(T -T )
6(V2-Vi ) = A*6(T2-T1 )+B#6<T>+C*[(6<T»2+(--- 1— — )2]
+D*6<T>6(T2-T1 )
(C7)
where
and
6T1 = -6(T2-T1 )/2 + 6<T>
6T 2 = +6(T2-T1 )/2 + 6<T>
3R5 3R-,
A * = 2‘*-i2^3T_ ^ m  v+ ^ S T ^  ^
(C7a)
<T 2> <TX>
•i 3Rq 3Rt
B* = k i ?(^fr-) - V a T r r O  3
2 3 <T2V 1 3T ^ T ^
2 2
3 R 0 3 R-,
C* = [i?(----1) - i - ( --- i) ]
3T < T 2> 3T < T x>
2 2 
-i 3 R0 3 R-.
D* = i[ip( §) + in (----i) ]
* * 3T <T2> 1 3T <TX>
for empirical purposes, the second order terms are negligi­
ble, then
6(V 2_V i ) * A*6(T2-T1) + B*6 <T>. (C7b)
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Now, let's consider measuring the thermal conductivity 
by determining the slope of the 6 (V2 ~V^)vis Q curve.
In considering this problem we must take into account 
the thermal contact resistance at the junctions between the 
sample and the copper post as well as the auxiliary heater 
and the sink. If one passes an amount of heat current Q 
through the specimen, the temperatures of the two thermo­
meters and T 2 are given by
x, Q
T, = T + (T + R)Q + (C 8 )
J- O CL
x ?Q
T 2 = T 0 + (r + R)Q + y ( < T > ) - ~  (C 9)
where T q is the bath temperature, T is the contact 
resistance between sample and the copper auxiliary heater 
mounting, R is the thermal resistance of auxiliary heater 
mounting to the bath, and a is the cross sectional area of 
the sample. So
6(T2-T1 ) = y(<T>)^Q
•
5 <T> = < T>-T = (T + R)Q + y (<T>)<x >§O d
X1 + X2where L = x 2 - x1 and < x> = (— — ^--- ).
In general, to the second order
6 (T -T ) 2
6(V2-V i) = A*6(T2-T1)+B*6<T>+C*{(6<T>)2+(--- 1-- — ) }
+D*6<T>6(T2-T1).
The resistor currents 1^ and I2 are adjusted so that B# = 0
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and thereby the C* term gives a negligibly small 
contribution.
6 (V0-V,) = y(<T>)^Q{A*+D*6<T>}
c. X 9.
xi
but if (T+R) is comparable with y(^T>) — , 6<T> will not be
cl
negligible so that
Y«T>) = y (Tq ) + f$5<T>
6(V2-V1 ) = A*y (T0 )^Q[1+(^ §*) 6<T>][1+ p-6<T>].
T o
In general both bracketed terms are less than unity. 
Measurements of 6 (V2~V^) vs Q display a discernible devi­
ation from linearity. Therefore the linear term must be 
extracted from the data by means of a quadratic least 
square fit. Typically for sample #17 in zero field 
SCVg-V^/Q *  20 yv/mW and the standard deviation was 
< 0.1 yv for 0 ^ Q ^ 1.5 mW. This method, like (i) of 
Appendix B, suffers the disadvantage that A*, B * , C* and D* 
involve temperature derivatives of both and R 2 and 
thereby the errors of both calibrations.
The determination of the exponent of temperature 
dependence involves changing the mean temperature of the 
specimen by a step of auxiliary heater as the sample heater 
on. Thus
T 2 - T x = y(<T>)^Q (Cll)
where L = Xg - and
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6(T2'T l ) = «X = 1(31) 6<T> .
T 2-T l * Y V < t>
In any case
6(V2"V 1 ) = [ A M V T i ) ( i ( ^ T>)+B*]6<T>.
Now if one adjusted fiC^-V^) = 0 for the mean 
temperature of a specimen changed by auxiliary heater.
B * - - A " ( W ( i  f$> .
Since
y = aT n
then
B*<T>
n a *(t 2-t 1 )
(C12)
(C13)
then
(C15)
APPENDIX D 
Kapitza Resistance
The model used in Chapter II is based on the bulk 
sample with homogeneous properties. Even though that treat­
ment can be extended to those samples with either skin 
layers or damaged layers on the surfaces.
As noted in Chapter I the difference between bulk and. 
skin type magnetoresistance is only a factor q^, or,
pllb = ql<pll> *
Therefore, the degree of adiabaticity A has no difference 
between bulk and skin type material. That is,
A = < P11>~^P11(H e )> = ql (pH b ~ pllb(He) ^ = A 
< P 11>-<P11 > q l (pllb"pllb)
As a consequence, we come to the conclusion that there is 
no influence of the diffusion layer on the determination of 
Kapitza resistance.
As is stated in Chapter I, the assumptions for damaged 
layer model include: (1) and are the same in both
the layer and the bulk part; (2) the thickness of the layer, 
6, is large enough so that uniform transport tensors can be 
defined. With these assumptions we will see that the 
influence of damaged layer on the determination of Kapitza 
resistance is also negligible.
If one neglects Joule heating and Thomson effect, the 
solution of differential Eq. (28) in the text is still the
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same type. It is given by, for the damaged layer,
7r21bJ lb a
==• coshay (Dl)
1
(D2)
where (§— ) is the temperature gradient in the bulk and 
dy -I
dTz-layers, (-r-) is the temperature gradient in the y-layers
(Compare Eqs. (Dl) and (D2) with (All) and (A12).)
But the (dT/dy) is homogeneous in the xz-plane. The 
following is to determine the effective E-field in the x 
axis (bisectrix-axis in sample #17). The microscopic 
circuit along x-direction is shown in Fig. Dl. The measured 
voltage drop between A and B is V (the length of AB is L).
If the resistance in the slab is y, the voltage generated 
by temperature gradient dT/dy is e, the current flows in 
this slab is i, then
(D3)
where
ij = J(yz)dydz
E(yz) = pi;L(yz)J(yz) - e12(yz)(7^-)
or
E(yz) = P1:L(yz)J(yz) +
e1 2 (yz)ir21(yz)J (yz)a
•coshay
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Pig. Dl
fflx (yz)
ai;L(He)(yz) = e 2 (yz)ir (yz)
L + Pn (yz)X M acoshay
To the first order approximation
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E(yz)
j(y z ) e1 2 (yz)ir21(yz)
(1 + •'•'plJ(y'F)T~M-~aC0Shay)pii(yz)
or
b
2e" tt" 2 
ai;L(He)> = < a u >  x^|b 21 / ^acoshaydy
2
(D5)
/ _ /tt. nv _ , _ v 2e127T21 ab< ai;L(He)> < alx> - x Mb sinh 2
g
thus .
2sinh^- A"
< Oll(He)> - < On> + jyjh (<aH> " < 0H>h
g
< P11>-^Pn(He)> < P n ( He)) Xllrcrabx2 ab ..ab-,”1
A, = ,------ 71“ ----  = . a —  — [b (-2-} +— cothl " ]
layer < P 1 1 ' >~<P1 1 > < pll> s
(D6)
12 V
The difference between A-^ayer and A^ is thus negligible.
The solution of the differential Eq. (28) in Chapter 
II Is approximate. If we are to obtain the exact solution 
for Eq. (23), we must know the boundary conditions exactly, 
So far, the Kapitza resistance of antimony is not well 
known. What we can do is to find a solution closer to the 
real physical case.
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If Eq. (28) includes Joule and Thomson heat, it is 
rewritten as
(D7)
y 2 K
The general solution of (D7) is
Tg(y) - Tq = e^y [A sinh a'y + B cosh a'y] (D8)
where
e - _r_ 9£12j 
p 2X “ 9T~^1 
g
 ^ de-in J 2 1/2
= + (T "**" ] '
The particular solution of (Dl) is chosen as
Tp (y) - T0 = f Rk pu  l \ .  (D9>
Therefore, the complete solution is
£T(y) - T ] = e^y [Asinha'y + Bcosha'y] + §r k p 11J 1 ’
(DIO)
One has to be aware that [T(y) - T ] is no longer 
antisymmetric about y = 0 due to the term of Joule heating. 
It is proper to assume that the Ettingshausen heat is
only passing through y surfaces, i.e.
(Dll)
t C ± | ) - t  „
R k ] -ir2l 1 " g3y y=±|
If set
M(a') = = r i r -  sinh + a'cosh ^  (D12)
K g  2 2
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and
P(a') = p-i—  cosh ^ 5^ - + a' sinh ^ 5^ -. (D13)
K g
The equation of M(a') Is exactly the same as M, defined in 
the text, except a 1 is replaced by a. Then, the parameters 
A and B are given by
A = X M(a» )P(a' )^P(a’ ) (Tr2 lJ lC0ShV  + 2pllJ lSinh‘2r)
s
+ 3 cosh Tr2 1J 1 sinh^- - ^ p ^ J ^ c o s h — ) ] (Dl^)
B = X M (ar ) P ( a ' ^ 7T21J lsinh‘2~ + 2pllJ lcosh 2~^
s
+ 3 s i n h ^ ( T T 21J 1c o s h ^  + |p-^J^sinhlp) ] . (D15)
Now, the temperature gradient (dT/dy) is given by
= 3 e ^ [ A  sinha'y + B cosha'y]
+ a ' e ^ [ A  cosha'y + B sinha'y]
and the total actual electric field is given by
dT
E 1 = P11J 1 " e1 2^dy^
From now on the later calculations will follow the equations 
listed in Chapter II step by step. And finally, the 
equation of A is given by
< pH > - < pll(H e ^
A =
< pll>-<pll> (Dl6)
<pi;L(He) >
— ---—  f(A,B,a',3,J)
< pll>
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where
f(A,B,a',B,J) - ^t[^TTBSlnh-(S ' ^ ) b - -I— sinh(a’- B)b;i«
+ + [^ B Sinhi^  +
[— ^ f -  + (D17)
2 1 1  *21J 1
if Joule heating and Thomson effects are neglected (i.e.
M  0, J-^  = 0 in (D17)) then
f = C§(^r)2 + ( ^ ) c o t h  Sj£] \
It is exactly the same as Eq. (3*0.
For our experimental values, we found that Joule
2 6 ?  - 
heating, a^ou^ W/cm and Thomson effect,
3iTl2. -7 ?
T(e^ 2 ” gip— )J^, is about 10 W/cm . They are smaller
than the Ettingshausen heat which is about 10 W/cm .
Therefore, both of the Joule and Thomson heating are
negligible in antimony for a small current J.
APPENDIX E 
Misalignment and Spurious Effects
The misalignment of potential leads and thermometers 
as well as the presence of thermal emf's in the potential 
leads generally give rise to spurious effects of the 
measured transport coefficients. There is obviously a need 
to minimize or even to eliminate these effects.
The spurious effects in the Ettingshausen coefficient 
measurement are removed by simply reversing the current 
and/or field directions. The longitudinal temperature 
gradient arising from Joule heating of sample and its 
current leads is independent of both current and magnetic 
field direction. The transverse temperature gradient from 
Righi-Leduc (if it exists) of Joule heating will reverse as 
field reverses. The transverse temperature gradient yielded 
by Ettingshausen will reverse when either current or field 
reverses. Thus, suppose (VT) is the measured gradient,
(VT)e is the Ettingshausen gradient, 1s the Righi-
Leduc effect, and (VT)L is the longitudinal gradient due to 
misalignment of thermometers. Then
(VT)m (H,I) = (VT)e (H,I) + (VT)r (H,I) + (VT)l (H,I)
(VT)m (H,-I) = (VT)e (H,-I) - (VT)r (H-I) - (VT)l (H,-I)
(VT)m (-H,-I) = (VT)e (-H,-I) - (VT)r (-H ,-I) + (VT)l (-H,-D
(VT)m ("HsI) = (VT)e (-H,I) + (VT)r (-H,I) - (VT)l (-H,I).
Summing above four equations, one obtains
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(VT)E = J[(7T)m (H,I)+(VT)m (H,-I)+(VT)m (-H,-I)+(VT)m (-H,I)].
If one used "bridge" method to measure the temperature 
difference by reading the unbalanced voltage of a Wheat­
stone bridge, it is necessary to eliminate the spurious 
thermal emf in the potential leads of thermometers. This 
can be accomplished by using an auxiliary heater to repro­
duce the mean temperature of the specimen, which was re­
corded when the sample current was on. The desired bridge 
voltage is the difference between the readings with sample 
current on and auxiliary heater on.
In the measurement of Nernst-Ettingshausen effect, the 
direction of the heat current cannot be reversed. The 
method employed to minimize any possible spurious voltages 
is to reverse the magnetic field and by use the auxiliary 
heater as described above since spurious thermal emfs exist 
in the potential leads. The spurious voltages in N-E 
measurement will include the thermal emf in potential leads 
and in sample. Suppose
V 2 (±H,Q) is the measured transverse voltage with the
heater on and the field in the forward/reverse 
direction.
V 2 (+H,0) is the measured transverse voltage with the 
heater off, auxiliary heater cn and the field in 
the forward/reverse direction.
The actual voltage from the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect is
v 2 = |{[v 2(+h ,q )-v 2(+h ,o )]-Iv 2 (-h ,q )-v 2(-h ,o )]}
Since Righi-Leduc effect is immeasurably small at high 
field, there is no .transverse temperature gradient and 
thereby no thermoelectric gradient is generated. Further­
more, since temperature of the two potential leads change 
only slightly, the total thermal emf in those leads remains 
unchanged.
The other misalignment in longitudinal measurements is 
negligible and will not be discussed further.
APPENDIX F
Experimental Details at Zero Magnetic Field 
Measurement of Ideal Resistivity and Thermoelectric Power
The experimental procedures and experimental apparatus 
used in zero field measurement were not discussed in the 
main text. The thermal conductivity measurements were 
discussed in Appendix B, so that this appendix will be 
limited to the description of the techniques for measuring 
the very small voltages encountered in zero field.
The cryogenic system used in this investigation is 
similar to that used previously in this lab. The apparatus 
used to measure the very small voltage differences encoun­
tered in the zero field investigation was a Keithley Model 800 
picovoltmeter. Block diagram of the circuit is shown in 
Fig. FI.
"The operation of the model 800 is based on the 
superconducting coil modulator technique put forth by C. 
Satterthwaite and R. Ries. This technique consists of using 
a time-varying mutual inductance to generate an a.c. voltage 
proportional to a d.c. current. The device described by 
Satterthwaite and Ries is a current sensing device; the 
model 800, however, uses it as an error detector in a feed­
back system, and a very sensitive, accurate voltmeter is the 
result.1,1
G. N. Rao, Dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1963; 
J. R. Long, Dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1965.
■^Instruction Manual of Keithley Model 800 Picovoltmeter.
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Therefore we can use It as a null detector since its 
sensitivity is about 5 pv. Detail information and theoret- 
ical basis can be found in the original article.
The primary currents J and W were applied along the 
bisectrix 1-direction. The electrical currents, sufficient 
to give a measured longitudinal potential difference 1 nv 
for ideal resistivity measurement, were usually about 7 ma 
to 15 ma. The applied heat current were sufficient to give 
a longitudinal temperature difference of 20 mK yielding a 
longitudinal thermoelectric potential difference, varying 
from 5 to 20 nv.
The potential differences thus generated by sample 
currents (electrical or heat) are balanced by voltage
_7
developed by passing current through a 10 n standard 
resistor (see Pig. PI). The model 800 picovoltmeter used a 
null detector. We used 88/12 PbSb solder, since it is a 
superconductor below 6.6 °K.+ The potential leads in these 
measurements were niobium wires. Even with these precau­
tions, there were spurious resistances in the circuit. The 
likely sources of these resistances are the sample-solder 
and solder-leads junctions. Such resistances appeared in 
the junctions reduce the sensitivity of the model 800 
picovoltmeter since it is a current sensing device. With
R. P. Ries and C. B. Satterthwaite, Rev. Sci. Instr. 3 8 , 
1203 (1967)•
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 46th ed., The Chemical 
Rubber Co. (1965).
the sample heater off the specimen was raised from the bath 
temperature to the mean temperature observed when the 
sample heater was on. The picovoltmeter showed no detect­
able change, thus spurious thermal emfs seem to be absent.
APPENDIX 0
Carrier-Longitudinal Phonon and 
Carrier-Transverse Phonon Interaction
In order to study the difference between transverse
and longitudinal phonon-carrier interaction, as pointed
*
out by Klemens, we start from the comparison of A with
o
Aid.e
Generally., if we neglect three-phonon normal process 
scattering, the "enclosed" phonon lattice conductivity 
which is the dominant term of lattice conductivity below 
1.4°K in antimony is given by
x»H(T) . A --------- e% — -—  t 2j (^1). (Gi)
s * m* „ m * 5 J 1
e h
According to the experimental result,
Xf ( T )  ~  -00312 T2 o f ^
for low temperature limit.
In the limit of low temperature, the ideal electronic
j j 2
thermal conductivity is A « T“ . As pointed out by
V
Klemens,* it is preferable to compare A (=A®^) with the
o o
values of Ag (T). But since the electron-phonon scattering 
dominates in phonon system in Sb, it is better to use the 
thermal conduction of electron for this comparison purpose.
*P. G. Klemens, Solid State Phys. 7_ (1958); P. Seitz and 
D. Turnbull, eds. (Academic Press, New York, 1958).
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1H6
The measured value of Ideal electronic thermal 
conductivity (of electron) is about (see thermal 
magnetoresistance)
X*d (T) = 10.2 T'2 (G2)
While the relationship between X (=x|“^) and X^d (T)
o S 6
depends on the nature of the interaction of electron with
lattice waves in the different branches of polarization,
the deformation potential term will combine in either form 
2 -2Ze. or Ze. (where j  denotes the different branches), for 
■i J i JJ J 2 — 2
this determined the relation between Ze. and Ze. . The
j J 3 3
former appears in the electronic ideal thermal conduction;
the latter shows in the lattice conduction.
Makinson has assumed equal interaction between electron
and all branches of polarization, i.e.
2 2 _ 1 2
eL eT “ 3e *
Therefore,
X®N(T) _ i) „ 4/3
-fa  = 3X3 CG3)
xXd (T) ® D n
in the limit of low temperature, where N is the number of
atoms in the unit volume, n is the carrier density.
In the simplest form the Bloch theory requires that
2 - 2  2 n
eL eT =
for complete spherical symmetry. Under this assumption,
*
one obtains
-2 — 1 L
The factor 3 in (G*l) arises because (E ) = -y = y .
As is noted elsewhere that N = 3-31 x 1022 l/cm^,
N = 5 J 5 x lO1^ 1/cm3 , and (g) D = 210°K for Sb with these 
numbers and Eqs. (G2), (G3)* and (G4) we get 
xeN
— r§  = .825 x 10~3 in "Makinson" limit (G5)
X*d (T)
xeN
-rl  = .275 x 10“ 3 T 4 in "Bloch" limit. (G6)
Xg (T)
In comparison these two calculated values with measured
. _•} ii
value, . 3 0 6 x 10 J T , one will find that the ratio of
^eN/xid tends -^0 the resuit of the "Bloch" limit (or 
g . e
2 2 2eL = e , eT = 0). Thus, we can conclude that the longitud­
inal phonon-carrier scattering has stronger interaction than 
transverse phonon-carrier scattering does.
APPENDIX H
Phenomenological Models for Phonon Drag Thermoelectric 
Power and Nernst-Ettingshausen Effect
In the past few years several phenomenological models 
have been proposed for the description of the thermoelectric 
effects, e.g. TEP and Nernst-Ettingshausen effects. They
are referred as: "force balance" model,1 "energy transfer"
2 3
model and "current balance" model.
A. "Force balance" model
This model is based on the assumption of strong phonon-
carrier interaction. Suppose a conductor under a temperature,
dT/dx, and consider phonons as quasi-particles, then, at a
given temperature, these quasi-particles will exert a
pressure on any other particle which can interact with
phonons. If phonon energy-density is u(T) and isotropic,
then the pressure from phonon exerted on carrier (electron,
etc.) is given by
p = ^u(T). (HI)
If temperature gradient is presented, then this will give 
rise to a pressure gradient, or force, F , on electron given
A
by
= l£  - 1 dT
F x 3x 3 3T dx* • 1 '
If no current is permitted to flow, an electric field,
e , acting on the electrons will be required to balance the
force, F , of Eq. (H2). If electron density is n, then we
A
simply have
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1^9
i.e.
or
ne E + F = 0
A  A
ne E = |c#x 3 g dx
C*
where
«g (°) - 3ne (»3)
#
Cg = Cg^ T  ^ instead of Cg = Cg ^ T
Using this model, Blewer, et aJ., formulated a simple 
equation for e^2 (H) which is given in Eq. (105).
As is noted in Eq. (1) in Chapter I,
J = a£* + e"$T. (H4)
Under high field asymptotic condition, the classical 
mobility of every carrier is almost equal to Hall mobility, 
therefore Eq. (H*0 takes this simple form
Jx = <§>Fy (H5)
where F is the effective driving force acting on they
carrier system with
Fy - <nh - ne)eEy + 7y(Pei + Pg). CH6)
E is the electrostatic field, Pgl and Pg are the "pressure" 
of the electron and phonon "gas" respectively. Under the 
assumption of isotropic pressure, the pressure P = (grand
canonical potential per unit volume), then
3(n _ + n )
Jx - l“ nh - "e>eEy + I f  v  + — St 8 7T]
and
Thus
(H7)
Equation (H7) is the same as Eq. (73) derived from Boltzmann 
equations.
B. "Energy transfer" model
Ziman formulated the TEP in the following way: Assumed
there is only electron-phonon interactions, the phonon 
system will try to come into equilibrium with the displaced 
electron system, i.e. the phonon system itself will tend to 
be displaced in its own momentum space. But such a dis­
placement of the phonon system corresponds to a "drift" of 
the phonons in real space - that is, it corresponds to a 
heat current. Suppose the drift velocity of the phonons is 
the same as the drift velocity of the electrons in an 
electric field (see Section 2, Chapter III), that is
V  = HfiE.
If C* is the specific heat of those phonon interacted with 
electron, there will be a lattice heat current
(H8)
Thus, there will be a Pdltier coefficient
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or "dragged" thermoelectric power
C*
eg(0) 'v pjf. (H10)
In fact, the "energy transfer" model is an extension from 
the concept of Boltzmann equation.
Based on this "energy transfer" idea, we can easily 
obtain the Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettingshausen 
coefficients.
As is noted in Section 2, Chapter II, at the high field 
(asymptotic) limit, the transverse drift velocities of both 
carrier (electron and hole) and phonon are
K  ■ H u<“ > - ¥ ■  (H11)
Therefore, there is a flow of Ettingshausen heat current, 
that is
 ^ g Jy 3 H g '
And the Ettingshausen coefficient is
" V H) = I (H12>
and Nernst-Ettingshausen coefficient is
£ 21g(H> ■ I  (H13>
If we take the scattering mechanisms into account, we 
should multiply a factor, called efficiency of drag, in 
these two coefficients. That is,
tt" = —  C*T ( H I M
21g 3 H g
and
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(H15)
For the total Nernst-Ettingshausen and Ettingshausen
coefficients, they are given by
(H16)
where
(H17)
C. "Current balance" model
This model was proposed by Guenault in 1971. It is 
based on the fact that there is no net current passing 
through the metal during the measurement of TEP. Therefore, 
we may write
J. , = J + J + J = 0 (Hl8)tot s e g
where J Q is the electric current density arising from
carrier diffusion mechanism; J is produced by the phonon
o
drag mechanism, and J is the current density, produced ins
the steady state to counteract J + J driven by the Seebecke g
voltage.
Since the diffusion mechanism is of less interest, the 
discussion here will be limited only to the study of the 
drag contribution. In considering the phonon drag contribu­
tion to the TEP, we start from the basic equation of J in
S
this model, which is given by
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3N
J = 2 - (g^ ) ~ ) • (H19)
B q carrler-phonon
This phenomenological equation for J can be understood as
S
an effect which the carrier-phonon drag effect "enlarges" 
the mean free path of carriers, therefore it raises an 
extra current in addition to the diffusive current. Then,
e 3Nn
sg <°> ■ 37(01 ' IT
c* (H20)
< Y > is the overall average of dragging efficiency of phonon 
system. Equation (H20) is similar to the Eq. (H3) or (H10).
The "current balance" model can be used as well to 
derive the equation for the Nernst-Ettingshausen coefficient 
As is noted that
(J )*. 4. n = (J ) + (J ) + (J ) = 0y'total s y e'y g'y
where
• <Js>y = °22<H>Ey <H21>
(J ) , following Ziman's equation** is given bye y
n 7r2k 2T 3o?1 (e)
(j.), -1 -r-c-H— (H22)
as in high field asymptotic,
] 3nh _
a21 = (nh ” ne^ecH * (-3i-) = TZh,e*
Hence 9 0
tt k T
(Je )y = " | (--"3B Zq )(-VT) (H23)
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where (H23) describes the diffusion current In N-E effect. 
(J ) , following Eq. (H19), is given by
s y
1 3Nn
(V y  = fZ(3T^)Y(q)S(Hq)(yH )(-VT)
for a high field asymptotic condition,
yH H
= 7  S“ ( 3T )Y(q)KaJ- ff("V T ) -g y q H'
(H24)
Prom Eq. (H21), (H23) and (H24) one obtains
e21 ’ l (Cel + J  Cl> <H25>
where y  is drag efficiency.
All models yield the same result in the case of 
isotropic distributions of carriers and phonons and strong 
carrier-phonon interaction. However, the "current balance" 
model can be directly extended to other cases. In particu­
lar, the parameter y(q) allows to fit for general scattering 
mechanisms of phonon system.
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